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Abstract 

In digital signal processing (DSP) ICs and microprocessors, the datapath is the core where al1 

computationJ are performed. A datapath compiler is generally used to automaticdly generate 

layouts for datapaths by taking advantage of the bit-sliced stmcture presented in datapaths. 

Conventional datapath compilers focus on using regularity to generate layouts with minimum 

area, while the timing issues are not well addressed. Some attempts are being made to attack this 

prnblem in synthesis tools, which employ logic optimization techniques to synthesize datapaths in 

a regularity-aware manner. and then generate netlists with placement data to guide the physical 

design. We approach this problem from the opposite direction. Le., we start from physical design 

based on module generation and then plan to incorporate timing optimization techniques into the 

system in the future. The work presented in the thesis is the first step towards this direction. 

A datapath compiler has been developed and implemented based on an object-oriented design 

that allows the future extension for static timing analysis and optimization. The timing issues have 

not been addressed directly in the thesis. A set of Java classes has been developed for design 

capture. A new type of over-ce11 routing algorithm designed specifically for datapaths has been 

proposed and implemented. This is the first time that a ce11 layout generation tool has been used to 

generate cells on the fly in a datapath compiler. Using CLASSIC-SC for ce11 generation is also the 

main reason that we can achieve technology portability. Other features of the datapath compiler 

include parameterization in bit width, the ability to deal with the irregularity that exists in real- 

world datapaths, and a GUI for capturing designs, displaying and exporting layouts. 

A cornparison with a custom layout shows that this new datapath compiler can produce 

comparable layouts in area while being technology portable. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

In digital signal processing (DSP) ICs and microprocessors. the datapath is the core where al1 

computations are performed. A system's performance is largely determined by the design and 

implementation of its datapath. A typical datapath consists of N-bit wide operators and rnemory 

elements interconnected by a bus-oriented structure. The regular bit-sliced structure of the 

datapath rnakes its implernentation a special topic in the VLSI physical design field. 

Brcause of the important role they play and topological regularity they possess. datapaths were 

implemented in a hand craftçd rnanner in traditional VLSI design. But as designs became 

cornplex so did the datapaths. In the late 1980s and early 1990s. great efforts were made to 

autornatically generate the Iayout for datapaths [Amm93. Cai90, Coh9 1, Gor89. Ta19 11. Datapath 

compilers based on module generation techniques rose as a cornerstone at that moment. They 

produced dense layouts in a fraction of the manual design time without compromise on area. 

However. in today's ASIC design. datapaths are seldom being designed and implemented 

specifically as a separate block. Instead. they are being logically optimized, placed and routed like 

random logic, together with other parts of the circuits such as control logic. Datapath compilers 

have been neglected on most occasions. One reason for this is that the synthesis-based design 

methodology using standard cells is the rnainstrearn in today's ASIC design; the other is that 

datapath compilen are hard to fit into the current design flow that is formed by widely used 

automatic design tools. The latter occurs mainly because conventional datapath compilers only 

focus on using regularity to generate Iayouts with minimum area, while timing issues have not 
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been well addressed [Len98]. To date, some attempts have been made to attack this problem in the 

synthesis tool [Hai97], which employs state-of-the-art logic optimization techniques to synthesize 

datapaths in a regularity-aware manner, and then generates netlists with placement data to feed 

into the downstrean; physical design. In this thesis, we decide to approach this problem from the 

opposite direction. More specifically. we start from the physical design that is based on module 

generation, and then. the techniques used for logic synthesis can be incorporated into the module 

geenrer~x for optimizatiofi. We think {hi': strategy i.: appropriate fnr dataparh design. A trend tn 

converge logic synthesis and physical design in today's Electronic Design Automation (EDA) 

industry also encourages us to do so - the existing partitioning of the design tlow as logic 

synthesis and physical design is to handle the complexity, while the shrinking time-to-market 

window requires fewer iterations between these two phases [Keu97]. The inherent topological 

regularity in the datapath suggests that. within manageable complexity, it is possible to combine 

the timing optimization. even logic optimization. with physical design into a mixed software 

package. The thesis is the first step towards this direction. 

The extensive use of pre-designed and pre-characterized blocks. or Intellectual Property (IP) 

cores, to design compiex integrated circuits today is another reason for us to adopt the module 

generation approach [Rin97]. One challenge facing core-based design is that most IP cores are 

still unable to offer the technology portability and expected performance at the same time. On the 

one hand, HDL-based soft cores are technology portable but without guarantees in performance, 

and predictability in physical dimension: on the other hmd, firm cores captured in gate-level 

netlists and hard cores delivered as layout entities provide dvertised performance but without the 

tlexibility in target technology [Gup97]. We believe, for datapaths. module generation is a 

solution to this problern. By using module generation techniques. we have the flexibility in one 

piece of software to control the technology portability, and to predict and manage the topological 

and electrical characteristics. It is said that the above-stated restrictions are pmly caused by the 

fona t  used to deliver the cote design: VHDL and Verilog, which are both hinction-oriented 

languages. In this thesis, we propose an object-oriented framework with a set of Java APIS diat 

can be used to capture datapath designs in textual descriptions at a structural level. This 

frarnework is the bais for Our datapath compiler tu be built on and to be expanded. 
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The datapath compiler we present in this thesis is ceIl-based. It needs a large number of cells as 

the support. The availability of a commercial tool, CL ASSIC-SC from Cadabra Design Libnries 

Inc. [CadOO], for ce11 generation rnakes this research possible. In traditional datapath cornpilers, 

the cells that comprise datapaths are designed specifically and saved in ce11 libruies; while in our 

approach, we use CLASSIC-SC to generate cells on the fly. CLASSIC-SC is a flexible system that 

allows us to control its behavior to grnente cells for Our special needs. 

1.2 Research Appronch and Objectives 

In this thesis, ii parameterized datapath compiler is implemented using a cell-based module 

generation approach based on object-oriented design. An object-oriented framework is created. A 

datapath (a module) is designed by wnting a subclass of classes from the framework: the layout of 

the datapath is obtained by instantiating an object from the subclass. 

As we will show in the next chapter. traditional datapath compilers have several major problems. 

First, most datapath compilers neglect the irregularities that exist in the real-world datapaths 

because regularity is always ernphasized when considering the physical implementation of the 

datapaths. Second. al1 of the datapath compilen rely on the libraries that contain predesigned, and 

precharacterized cells and blocks representing the layouts of al1 possible units. However, the use 

of libraries is the main obstacle to achieving technology portability, which is the ability of 

retargeting a design to other process technologies. Retargeting needs to reproduce al1 the elements 

in libraries, most often by hand. In addition, the capacity of libraries largely affects the quality of 

final layouts. The tinite varieties of a ce11 with different heights, and hence the fixed number of 

tracks available for routing in each cell, can be a serious limitation for complex datapath designs. 

Third, al1 the datapath compilers in published research were written using procedural langages. 

In fact, procedural langages are not well-suited for module generation techniques for the 

following two reasons. Fint, procedural languages tend to obscure the geometricd relationships 

such as the relative locations of the cells, which are always needed in module generation 

techniques [Gaj88]. Second, Rexibility and extensibility are indispensable characteristics for a 
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datapath compiler to deai with different kinds of datapath designs. These characteristics can be 

more easily achieved in the software based on object-oriented design than those based on the 

procedure-oriented design implemented using procedural languages. 

in our approach, the first problem is addressed by allowing some random logic mixed in the bit- 

sliced structure. The second problem is resolved by employing CLASSIC-SC, a ceil generation 

tool that is technology portable, to generate cells on demand. In theory, routing and optimization 

tools can request cells of various functions and electrical characteristics without limitation. The 

third problem is addressed by apply ing object-oriented design. In the object-oriented framework 

we create, new cells can be easily added into the framework by wnting new subciasses; cells of 

the same function with different transistor sizing, Le., different drive strength, can be easily 

obtained by instantiating corresponding objects from one class. Even though Our system does not 

directly address the timing aspects of the optimization, the object-oriented framework is designed 

to be extensible. which will enable the addition of timing optimization in the future. 

To implement the cell-based datapath compiler, an over-ce11 routing algorithm has been 

developed. The whole routing phase is completed by employing a mixed over-ceil and channel 

router. 

The objective of the thesis is to develop a datapath compiler. with the following goals: 

To provide a set of APIS to capture the datapath design hierarchically at the structural 

level. with placement directives for users to specify the placement of cells. 

0 With special attention to design the classes for reuse, and class hierarchy for extension. 

To develop a new type of over-ceIl routing algorithm aimed at minimizing the area for 

datapaths; to implement a mixed over-ce11 and channel router. 

To integrate CLASSIC-SC into the datapath compiler and make the whole system 

technology portable. 

4 To make the datapath compiler parameterized so that the bus width could be specified by 

users when genenting the layout. 
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r To implement a Graphical User Interface for capturing the design and displaying the 

layout. 

1.3 Thesis Orgnnizntion 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives background information, including a 

description of the genenl approach to datapath layout generation, a bnef introduction to a ce11 

generation tool: CLASSIC-SC, a review of previous work on cell-based datapath compilers and 

routing algorithms. 

Chapter 3 presents the datapath compiler we developed in this thesis. The datapath compiler is 

introduced in terms of its design capture. ce11 design. placement. routing, and important features. 

We present a set of Java APIS that are used to capture designs hierarchically. We show how to 

collaborate with CLASSIC-SC to generate cells for our special use. We propose a new type of 

over-cell routing algorithm for datapaths. The implementation of a dogleg channel router, which 

serves as a cornpiement to the w hole routing phase. is also descnbed. 

The object-orirnted design of the datapath compiler is presented in Chapter 4. The structure and 

function of the primary classes are discussed. The objected-oriented design of the whole systern is 

depicted using Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Rum99], which is a visual modeling 

language used to specify, visualize. construct. and document the artifacts of a software system, 

especially the software developed using an object-oriented approach. 

Chapter 5 presents important implementation details and results by running some application 

examples. We show how we make CLASSIC-SC for our use, and how we implement the GUI- 

based design in Java. We give three typical experimental results of the datapath compiler. The 

results are compared with those produced from either a standard-ce11 based synthesis design Bow 

or manual layout. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis conclusion and provides directions for future work. 
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A bnef introduction to Unified Modeling Language is given in Appendix A. 

A short user manual for our datapath compiler is given in Appendix B. 



CHAPTER 2 Background and Pratious work 

This chapter introduces background information and reviews previous work in the relevant areas. 

When discussing published research. we will describe in some detail the previous work in routing 

algorithrns because routing for datapaths is a subject we emphasize in this thesis. Section 2.1 

describes the general approach to datapath Iayout generition. Section 2.2 gives a review of 

previous work on datapath compilers. We focus on the routing algorithm in each system. Section 

3.3 describes a channel routing algorithm that we use to implement the channel router in our 

system. and brie fl y introduces genrral-purpose over-ce11 routing problems. Section 2.4 provides 

brief background information on a ce11 genention tool. CLASSIC-SC. which we use in the 

background to supply the cells needed. Section 2.5 gives a summary. 

2.1 Generczl Appronch to Cell-based Datapath Compiler 

Before presenting the previous work on cell-based datapath compilers. an introduction to the 

general approach in this area would be useful. This provides the bais  not only for the following 

sections but also for the whole thesis. 

By taking advantage of the nature of the regularity that is presented in datapaths, traditional 

datapath compilers arnnge the datapath layout in a bit-sliced fashion, as shown in Figure 2. !(a). 

In the ideal situation. the regularity is provided in one dimension - an N-bit datapath is 

constructed by repeating the same slice N times. The cells within a bit slice are of the same height. 

Data are arranged to flow in one direction, while control signals are introduced in an orthogonal 
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direction to the data flow. 
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Figure 2.1 ( [ r )  Bit-slicrd datapath orgonictztiort (b)  Bit-sliced lqour structwr 

Figure 2. l (b) shows the layout structure of the datapath in Figure 2.l(a). The entire datapath 

layout is obtained by routing interconnections between function blocks (FBs), each of which is 

either an N-bit optimized module (adder. register file, etc.) or a composed module made by 

stacking N one-bit cells (nor. multiplexer, etc.). FBs are placed horizontally by applying a linear 

placement, abutting on each other. Neighboring slices are abutted as well. By mirroring the even 

and odd slices around the horizontal axis, the nWells, VDD rails and Vss rails can be shared 

between neighboring slices. To make the abutments possible so as to generate highly dense 

layouts, over-ce11 routing methods rnust be employed to route the interconnections. 

However, when using a process technology with a limited number of metal layers, it is not 

guaranteed that the final layout can be achieved using only abutrnents. Extra routing areas outside 

the cells are needed to route some of the connections, especially the inter-bit interconnections, 

whose pins reside in different slices. For instance, in a technology with two metal layers, cells are 

mainly constructed using metal 1 and poly; VDD and Vss rails mn in metal 2; control signals are 

routed vertically in metal 1 as cells have been specifically designed to leave the space for this use; 
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data connections are routed over the cells in metal 2. To connect the inter-bit signals, rnetal l is the 

only choice to stride across the power rails and horizontal data connections. while at the sarne 

time it is not allowed to run over the cells. In this situation, channels are needed to finish this part 

of the routing, as s h o w  in Figure 2.1 (b). 

When designing a datapath compiler for real-world design, there are two issues we have to take 

into account. First, although the regularity of the bit-sliced structure is the most distinctive 

characteristic in a datapath. datapaths are not fully regular in most cases. Figure 1.2 shows the 

übstract view of a datapath with irregularity. A datapath compiler should be able to deal with a 

small amount of random logic in the datapath. Second, to make the above-rnentioned approach 

work properly, we must design the cells specifically for over-ce11 routing rather than using 

standard cells. However. specifically designed cells always cause a problem in technology 

portability. 

Figure 2.2 The nbsirnct view of a datapath ivith irregiilari~ 

In the following section, we introduce three previous cell-based datapath compilers that stem 

from this jeneral approach. 

2.2 Datapath Compiler 

This section provides a detailed description of three typical cell-based datapath compilers, 
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including a datapath layout assembler in CATHEDRAL-III [CaigO], Pathway [Cohg 1, Coh931, 

and a datapath compiler that is able to deai with random logic [Amm93]. Each of them is 

descnbed in terms of its overall structure, ce11 design. placement strategy, and routing algorithm. 

it is said that in datapath design placement can always be done manually in an efficient way 

because data flow provides an obvious indication for placement Eab961. We take this argument 

for granted in the thesis. and hence. make more efforts to develop a routing algonthrn for 

itatapaih~. As wcll, in this section, whcn introducing preiious work, .se study the corresponding 

routing algorithm in detail. The three systems are discussed in order of the time when they were 

published. beginning with the earliest. In Section 2.2.4. a cornparison is given to summarize the 

strengths and weakness of the three systems introduced. 

2.2.1 A Dnrnpatli Lqorrt Assembler in CATHEDRAL-III 

This system is a part of a silicon compilation environment. CATHEDRAL-III, which is designed 

for high performance DSP circuits. It consists of a linear placement tool. a track assignment tool 

and detailed routing tools. It takes structural netlists from synthesis tools and genentes final 

layouts as the output. A library serves at the background to provide the function blocks and cells 

speci ficall y designed for datapath. 

The datapath is organized in the same way as the one shown in Figure 2.1. However, because the 

height ut' the cells is fixed. it is possible that the number of available tracks, which are the 

horizontal wires used to route the connections over the cells, is less than the number of tracks 

required for routing. In this case, additional iracks must be added between the bit slices, and as a 

result, horizontal channels are inevitably inserted between bit slices. Hence bit slices are not 

guaranteed to abut upon each other in this system, as opposed to that in the general approach 

rnentioned in Section 3.1. 

The structure of a typical ce11 is shown in Figure 2.3. The design of the ce11 is flexible in that the 

pin positions are programmable. Pins are implemented as vertical strips in metal 1, shown as dash 

lines in Figure 2.3. A number of horizontal metal 2 tracks are placed over the ceII. A pin is 

connected to a horizontal track by placing a metd 2-to-metal 1 via at the intersection of a strip and 
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a track. Al1 of the tracks that a vertical strip cm be connected to forms a set of Zegnl pin positions 

for the corresponding pin, denoted by LP(.r) for pin x. The tracks without vias on them c m  be 

used as feedthrough for over-ceIl routing. 

trac ks 

Figure 2.3 The stnictrim of n ceil 

A linear placement algorithm, the A* algorithm frorn the AI world, is used to place function 

blocks horizontally in order. The algorithm is in fact a branch and bound based search scheme. 

The search space is pruned by applying an inherent characteristic of the datapath - there is 

always a certain data Aow from the input on the left to the output on the right. 

The routing is camed out in a hierarchical partitioning fashion. Figure 2.J(a) shows a net that is 

routed in a bit slice. Each ce11 within the span of the net provides a horizontal track to the net, 

either as a real pin with a via or as a feedthrough without vias. The hierarchical partitioning 

scheme works as follows, as shown in Figure 2.4(b) and (c). First, a horizontal cut line is placed at 

the location such that about half of the available tracks are on each side of the cut line. The second 

step is called terminal pnrtitioning in which the tenninals (pins) on the net are partitioned into two 

parts and each of them is assigned to the corresponding subarea. This process is then repeated in 

each subarea until the subarea contains only one track. Figure 2.4(c) shows the sequence of how 

the routing in (a) is realized using this hierarchical stntegy. 

Terminal partitioning is essentially the central part of this approach. At each level of the 

hierarchy, the partitioning and assigrnent are carried through one net at a time. Pins are assigned 

to either side of a cut line according to the following criteria in the order of decreasing 

importance. The goal is to maximize the abutment and minirnize the total wire length so as to 
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obtain the final layout with minimum area. 

1.  The nurnber of pins assigned to either side of the cut line may not exceed the number of 

tracks available in each subarea. 

2. There must be at least a legal position in the subarea for the comesponding pin. 

3. To minimize the crossings over the cut line. al1 of the pins on e net (or part of the net) 

should be placed on one side as much as possible. 

4. If a partial net can be placed entirely on either side of the cut line, the side with a higher 

attractive force is preferred. The force cornes from other parts of the net that are located in 

the areas above or below the current area. 

5. Two parts should have a good balance in the number of pins. 

cut line 1 

X: pin 
- -- - O: feedthrough 

('3 - 
level O 

- - 

level 1 

A - - - - - -  

-- -k - 

- .  -- - 
level 2 

Figure 2.4 An erample of hierarchical partitioning and nssignrnent 

During the process of partitioning and assignment at each level of the hienrchy, the placeability of 

the pins must be chesked. It is resolved by finding the perfect matching for a bipartite graph 

G(C(E) with V = X u Y and X n Y = 0, where X represents the set of real pins and Y the set of 

tracks. There is an edge between x E X and y E Y if y E LP(x) (see above for definition). A 
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maximum network flow algorithm is used to obtain the perfect matching. 

2.2.2 Pathway Systern 

This system places the functional blocks vertically. as a result, bit slices are formed in the vertical 

direction. as opposed to the arrangement shown in Figure 2.1. However, the concept of a bit-sliced 

structure is still unchanged. Figure 2.5 shows the partial layout of a datapath generated by 

P r i h v q .  The datapath layout is generated through the following stages: placement. global 

routing, track assignment, and detailed muting. 

btt O bit 1 

Fa2  

openmg (channeIl for 
me inw-bit net 

F0 3 

operimg (cnannd) for 
me inter-bn net 

Figure 2.5 A port of n dntapapnth inyoitt in Pathway 

In pafhrvav, the cells in the ceIl libnry are not so specifically designed as those in the previous 

system, as shown in Figure 2.6. Some pins may have several electrically rqiiivalent options, 

whereas some may have only one. Pins are aligned to the vertical routing grid so as to be easily 

accessed by vertical metal 2 wires mnning over the cells. 

The placement of the function blocks is manually specified by usen. 

The router is composed of a global router, a track assignment tool, and a detailed router, among 

which the track assignment is the primary part. The global router works on one net at a time, 

sequentially assigning the net either to the areas over the ce11 or to the channeis. The intra-bit net, 
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which stretches within a bit slice. is simply assigned over the cells; the inter-bit net, which 

expands over multiple bit slices. is assigned by using a simple heuristic to elirninate the openings 

(channels) as much as possible. The heuristic States that each inter-bit net could generate only one 

opening dong its span. 

a pin with two options 

. . a  
m . .  
O . .  
m . .  
W . .  
S . .  
a . .  

a pin with one option 

Figure 2.6 The trbstrnct view of a cell in Pathway 

The Track assignment üssigns nets to rnetal 3 tracks over the cells. The goal is to minimize the 

number of openings. A dynamic programming algorithm is used to accomplish this task, as 

described below. For a specific cell. a set of assignments of nets to tracks is defined as a ce11 

assignment. The track assignment for a datapath can be seen as a process of choosing a ceil 

assigriment for each cell. The algorithm works by scanning ce11 by ce11 from the top of the 

datapath. For each cell. a table of al1 legal cefi assignnzenrs is created, and the cost of each ceil 

ussignnient is calculated based on a linear combination of total routing density and total net length 

over the cell. For a ce11 czssignment q, the calculation is given by: 

E O S ~ ( ~ )  =  C CO SI(^) + C O S ~ ( P  + q ) } ,  where P is the set of legal cell assignment. of the 
P G P  

previous cell. cast(p + q) is the cost of routing from p to q. Accordingly, the cost of the top cell is 

zero. and the cost of the cheapest cell ossignment of the bottom cell is the final result - the cost 

of the optimal track assignment of the entire datapath. When creating the legal ce11 assignments 

tables, a heuristic is used to limit the number of ceil nssignments that are actually considered for 

some "busy" cells. It chooses the net with no ports on the ce11 and rtssigns it to the track where it 

has only one option in al1 cells dong its span. 

A detailed router is used to route the horizontal channeIs and the areas over the cells. A channel 
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router is implemented by applying a contour-based variable width gridless channel routing 

algorithm. and the routing over each ce11 is solved as a maze routing problem with an optimization 

technique to move some connections from the channels to cells so as to shnnk the channels 

fu rthe r. 

2.2.3 A Datapath Corn piler Mixing Random Log ic ivith Optimized Blocks 

This system arranges a datapath in the same way as the gneral approach shown in Figure 2.1. 

Data buses are routed horizontally over the cells. and conirol signais, whose physical 

implementations are embedded within the layout of the cells, are routed vertically. This datapath 

compiler features the ability of mixing random Iogic with optimized blocks in the bit-sliced 

structure. and the flexibility of process technology independence. The latter is achieved by 

employing a symbolic layout approach backed up by a symbolic-to-red translation tool that maps 

the symbolic layout to a specific process autornatically. The system takes the structural 

descriptions of the datapath as the input. passing through the placement and routing stages, and 

generates final layouts as the output. 

The components of a datapath are either optirnized blocks or bit cells. The optimized blocks, such 

as faster adders, register files. and barre1 shifters. are obtained by calling the corresponding 

module generators with desired parameters. Both types of components provide virnial terminds 

on metal 2 tracks. Figure 2.7 illustrates the concept of the virtual terminal using an example bit 

cell: an inverter. In concept. a virtual terminal is the same as the programmable pin of the first 

systern introduced in Section 2.1.1. which means a logical pin may correspond to several 

electrically equivalent access points located on different predefined tracks. In physical 

implementation, they have differences in that the virtual terminais of a logical pin are not 

necessarily positioned on the same vertical stnp. and each terminal has three access types: Ieft, 

right or both sides. whereas the programmable pins of a logical pin cm only be located on one 

vertical stnp without any access restriction. 

The placement is performed in two separate steps. First, in each column. the relative locations of 

cells are specified manually with the goal to minimize the vertical channe1 areas; second, the 
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columns (function blocks) are placed using a simple pair-wise interchange algorithm. In this 

algorithm, a cost function (CF) is introduced: CF = not(o) x WL + O x TO , where WL is the total 

wire length, TO is the track overflow that is the difference between the number of the available 

tracks and that of the tracks required, o is a boolean variable that indicates if a track overfiow 

occurs. Two columns are interchanged whenever CF is minimized. 

Figure 2.7 The ce11 sfritctlirr of an inverter ivith virtriof teminals 

The router is composed of a global router implementing track assignment, and a channel router. 

The global router works on a symbolic grid within which some of the nodes are occupied by 

vinual terminais. First, it rxtracts the access type for each vinual terminal. Second, it scans the 

symbolic grid three times from Ieft to nght to route the nets over the cells. Each n-terminal net is 

divided into n-1 two-terminal nets. The first scan routes al1 of the opposite connections within 

rach bit slice; the second scan connects the multi-track nets that are still in one bit slice but spans 

multiple tracks; the third scan routes the inter-bit nets that span multiple bit slices. Finally, a 

channel router is used to route a11 of the vertical connections. In the paper, the routing strategies in 

the three scans and the channel router were not discussed in detail. 

2.2.4 A cornparison of the rhrec rlntapnth compilers 

Al1 of the three datapath compilers generate the final layouü by passing through the placement 

and routing phases. 

The fint system provides the most complicated algorithm for placement; In the second system, 
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placement is specified manually; the third system implements the placement in a semi-automatic 

fashion. 
- - - - - - 

;-* ;-8 

: ; 
track n net 1 : pin A ;-: pin 6 net 2 
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:: ' : :  
: :  
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Figure 2.8 (a )  The track rtse in thefirst qstern's rolcring (b)  A better use of trnck 

For routing, the first system adopts a hierarchical partitioning scheme. It is built on a theoretical 

basis. but has a drawback in the track use of the cells. as shown in Figure 2.8. Tracks. as precious 

routing resources. are wasted in this scheme. In Figure 2.8, there are two programmable pins on 

tnck n. Net 1 connected to pin A cornes from the left: net 2 connected to pin B cornes from the 

right. An efficient routing algorithm should be able to route both net 1 and net 2 if possible, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.8(b). However, the algorithm of this system c m  only assign the whole track 

of a ce11 to one net at a time. as shown in Figure 2.8(a). In the second system. the ceIl design is 

relatively simple. Each logical pin has only a small number of physical options. This simplicity 

results in a complicated routing process: global routing, track assignment. channel routing and 

maze routing over each cell. The track assignment uses a dynamic programming approach that not 

only scans cells one by one but dso enurnerates each cell's ce11 assignrnenîs dong the scanning. 

Even though a heuristic is introduced to reduce the number of ce11 assignments for "busy" cells, it 

still has a major weak point in requiring large amounts of runtime. In the third system, although 

the routing strategy was presented without details, we do know that it is based on a symbolic grid 

that stores the information for virtual terminals. The algorithm scans the symbolic gtid three tirnes 

to complete the connections for al1 kinds of nets. Like dl other symbolic grid-based algorithms, it 

suffers from large memory requirements. Scanning three tirnes costs much runtime as well. 

Despite these disadvantages, this system did give us an inspiration to approach the routing 

problem for datapaths starting with the virniai terminals instead of nets to make best use of 

flexible ce11 design. 
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2.3 Routing Algonthms 

As mentioned earlier, we have developed a new type of over-ce11 routing algorithm for datapaths 

in this thesis. The routing algorithm that makes best use of the specific ce11 design is the key to 

achieving a dense datapath layout. In the previous section, when introducing pior work on 

datapath compilers, we have used rnuch spiice to descnbe their special routing strategies. In this 

section. we provide some necessary information about channel routing and over-ce11 routing. 

Section 2.3.1 introduces a dogleg channel routing algorithm with related channel routing 

concepts. Among many routing algorithms for different purposes, the channel routing algorithm, 

more specifically a dogleg channel routing algonthm. is discussed because we employ it in our 

system as a cornplement to the over-ce11 routing. Moreover, the idea of assigning connections to 

the minimum number of tracks in channel routing is an inspiration for us to develop our over-ce11 

routing algorithm. Since over-ceIl routing is the main topic in the routing for datapaths, for 

reference and comparison. Section 3.3.2 gives a brief overview on general-purpose over-ce11 

routing problems. 

Channel routing is generally classified as a type of restricted detailed routing. A channel is 

typically a rectangular space between two parallel rows of pins whose locations are fixed, as 

shown in Figure 3.9. Most channel routing algorithms assume that there are two layers available 

for routing. One of them is used for vertical wires, and the other for horizontal wires. The goal is 

to route a11 of the connections, while minimizing the height of the horizontally oriented channel. 

or the width of the vertically oriented channel. Before describing the algorithm, we list some 

terms in channel routing as follows, which are also illustrated in Figure 1.9. 

Trrrnk - A horizontal wire. 

Trnck-The Iine dong which the trunks are placed. 

Branch - A vertical wire connecting the trunk to the top or bottom of the channel. 
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Dogleg - A vertical wire connecting two tninks. 

Figure 2.9 A chnnnel rvith une nef roirted 

Although there exists many channel routing algonthms. a dogleg channel routing algorithm is 

introduced in this section as an example because it is implemented in our system to cornplete the 

connections in vertical channels. 

As mentioned earlier. the goal of the channel routing is to route al1 of the connections using as few 

tracks as possible. Earlier algorithms restricted each net to a single trunk section. However, this 

restriction may result in a solution with more tracks than necessary, as shown in Figure 2.10(a). 

Even though it is a simple example. it does indicate that this situation occurs because of the 

branch Iayer conflicts. which are generally called vertical constraints. In Figure 2.10(a), the tmnk 

assignment should allow trunk C to be placed at the location indicated by the arrows without 

violating the horizontal constraints that prevent the trunks from overlapping. But, when adding 

the branch layers. the right end of tmnk C needs a branch to connect to the bottom, while the right 

end of trunk B needs a bnnch to connect to the top. These two branches inevitably overlap. In 

fact, the vertical constraints must be satisfied because the pins are always fixed on a predefined 

grid before the routing begins. The vertical constraints of a channel are usudly represented in a 

directed graph as depicted beside the channel. To solve the problem mentioned above, doglegs are 

introduced to break sorne nets into a series of subnets so that the number of tncks required for 

routing is reduced, as shown in Figure 2.10(b). 
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tnink A 

-. 
trunk C -- 

Figure 2.1 0 Using doglegs to break constraint chains (n)witholit doglegs (blwith n dogleg 

However, finding the optimal number and location of doglegs has been shown to be NP-cornpiete. 

A dogleg channel routing algorithm [Deu76] was proposed based on the following observation: 

the long constraint chains are usually caused by some crucial nets, such as dock signals, that are 

heavily connected to both sides of the channel. Thus. the algorithm decides to insert doglegs at 

only the terminal positions for these rnulti-terminal nets. This decision restricts the number of 

doglegs within a reasonable limit. Furthermore, the dogleg at a terminal position introduces one 

extra via as opposed to two extra vias at the other position. as shown in Figure 2.11. Based on this 

observation and decision. the algorithm starts by dividing a11 of the rnulti-terminal nets into a 

series of two-pin subnets. To limit the number of doglegs funher, a parameter called range is 

introduced, which represents the minimum number of consecutive subnets that must be assigned 

to the current track. 

L 

dogleg with one extra via dogleg with two extra vias 

Figure 2.1 1 Doglegs nt different positions (a) terminal position (b) other position 

The dogleg channel routing aigorithm could be described as follows, for the case when routing 
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frorn the top-left: 

Partition the multi-terminal nets into a set of subnets according to the specified ronge. 

Sort al1 of the subnets, or tmnk segments, in increasing order of their left-most endpoints. 

Mile the set of trunk segments is not empty 

Add a new track 

Mile scanning the sorted segments, the end of a track is not reached 

Check the unplaced segments encountered, 

If it is not constrained by some other as yet unplaced segments 

Place it to fit into the current track 

Endwhile 

EndWhile 

Add branches and doglegs 

We impiement this algorithm in Our datapath compiler for the vertical channel routing. The range 

can be specifird by the user. 

2.3.2 Genrntl Over-ceil Roritirrg Problem 

The general-purpose area routing approaches, such as rnaze routing, can be used for over-ce11 and 

over-block routing. However. for cell-based design in particular, most of the over-cell routing 

algorithms proposed are based on the channel approach [She95, Con901. They rely on existing 

global routers to balance the usage of routing channels first. and then employ the over-ce11 routing 

in the detailed routing phase. Figure 2.12 shows an example channel with or without over-ce11 

routing. 

Figure 2.12 An aarnple channel: (a) withorit mer-cell roriting (6) with over-cell ror<ting 
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In the above-stated approach, there are four types of ce11 models, including borindary terminal 

models ( B T M ) ,  center terminal models (CTM), middle terminal models ( M T M ) ,  and tnrget-based 

ce11 models (TBC), as shown in Figure 2.13. 

k2 t racks 
4 

Figure 2.13 Celi models (a )  BTM (6 )  CTM ( c )  MTM (d) TBC 

The three models differ from each other in terms of terminal (pin) locations. In BTM, pins are at 

the cells' top and bottom boundq:  in CTM. pins are located in the center of the cells, aligned 

horizontally: in MTM. pins are arranged in two rows. one of which is located k l  tracks below the 

upper ce11 boundary and the other is located k2 triicks above the lower cell boundary. aligned 

horizontally; in TBC. pins are in the fonn of vertical segments in the metal 1 layer. No matter 

which mode1 is used. the goal of the over-cell routing is the same: to minimize or eliminate 

channel areas by rnüximizing the winng over the cells. For BTM, C'T'M. and M W ,  there exists 

algorithms for two. as well as three-metal-layer process technologies; for TBC, only algorithms 

for three metal layers have been proposed. The algorithms will not be detailed because we did not 

borrow any techniques from this general approach. The interested reader could refer to [ShegS]. 

2.4 A Ce11 Generation Tool: CLASSIC-SC 

A commercial ceil generation tool. CLASSIC-SC. from Cadabra Design Libraries Inc. is used to 

provide the cells needed in our datapath compiler [Cad99]. CLASSIC-SC is designed to generate 

cell layouts for standard ce11 libraries, while in our system we use it to generate cells on the Ry. 

CLASSIC-SC takes transistor-level netlists in SPICE or AL (the embedded control language of 
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CLASSIC-SC) format as the input, and outputs ce11 Iayouts in GDSII. The design Aow using 

CLASSIC-SC consists of hierarchy extraction, placement, routing, and compaction, as shown in 

Figure 2.14. The tool is equipped with interactive editing tools to place the design process in full 

control of the users. Despite its flexibility, efficiency, and handcrafted quality in ce11 generation, 

there are two features in CLASSICSC-SC we would like to mention. 

Transistor level netlist (e-g. SPICE) 

Hierarchy extraction i 
Design rules 

Architecture spec. I d  
Placement I 

Routing 1 

4 10 or 2D Compaction 

1 
Layout (e.g. GDSII) 

One is its abili ty of rasily retargeting to new process technologies, i.e., tec hnology portability. 

Switching to a new technology could be as easy as writing a new set of technology and 

architecture specification files. A new technology corresponds to a new suite of design rules in 

Figure 2.14. This feature is achieved in CLASSIC-SC by using symbolic 1 ayout for placement and 

routing, combined with compaction as the last step to produce the final layout while enforcing the 

design rules. 

The other is its Application Langringe Interface, which is delivered in the form of the AL 

embedded language. In CLASSIC-SC, most of the configuration information, such as netlists, 

technology descriptions, and ce11 architecture specifications, is specified in AL. Hence, it serves 

as a flexible interface for us to customize the tool's behavior at the request of some specific needs. 

AL dso allows us to generate the cells in batch mode so that we cm easily integrate this ce11 

generation tool into our system. 
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In this chapter, previous work on datapath compilers was reviewed and related background 

information was providçd. We conclude the highlights of the chapter as follows. 

In Section 7.2, three major published datapath cornpilers are studied with respect to their overall 

structures, ce11 designs, placement and routing algorithms. Only the third system addresses the 

irregularity that exists in datapaths and the process technology independence issue. The cell 

designs in the first and third system are much more flexible with programmable pins and virtual 

terminals, respectively. This type of cell design provides a large configuration space for the router 

to explore. The routing strategy in the third system provided the inspiration for us to approach the 

problem starting with the virtual tenninals. 

Section 2.3.7 is only a glimpse at the over-ce11 routing problem in general. The routing in 

datapaths is different from that in general design because datapaths possess distinctive features for 

us to make use of. Moreover, the over-ce11 routing problem is solved on the basis of global 

routing, while for a datapath, we start from the beginning. 



CHAPTER 3 A Datapath Compiler 

This chapter presents the datapath compiler we have developed. We introduce the whole system in 

terms of its design capture. ce11 design. placement. routing, and important features. Section 3.1 

descnbes the formulation of the problem. Section 3.2 presents the design capture style with a set 

of Java APIS based on an objected-onented framework. Section 3.3 discusses the ceIl design using 

CLASS IC-SC. Section 3.4 introduces the placement directives primaril y used to place random 

logic. Section 3.5 discusses the routing strategy we employed. A new type of over-cell routing 

algorithm for datapaths is proposed in this section. Section 3.6 summarizes the important features 

of the datapath compiler. Finally, Section 3.7 gives the summary of this chapter. 

3.1 Fornufation of the Problem 

The main task of this thesis is to develop a datapath compiler based on the concept of module 

aeneration with special attention on Rexibility. Like a11 other module generators, the datapath O 

compiler produces layout gometric descriptions from input specifications. In Our system, the 

input is captured at the structural level in the format of Java classes, and the output is generated as 

the layout geometric information in GDSE format. The Rexibility is addressed in various aspects: 

parameterization, technology portability, the ability to deal with irregular datapaths with a small 

amount of random logic, and especially the Future extension for timing optimization. 

The datapath compiler arranges datapaths in the same way as that descnbed in the general 

approach in Section 2.1 - Functiond blocks are placed horizontally; data are arranged to Row 
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from the left to right; control signals are introduced in the vertical direction. Layouts are produced 

by passing through the placement and routing phases. In our system, placement is specified 

manually in design descriptions. Adopting manual placement is based on the following 

considerations. First, the data flow in datapaths c m  always provide obvious indications for users 

to place functional blocks in one dimension. Second, specifying placement in design descriptions 

gives uses a way to control the placement of' random logic in datapaths, which is usually a small 

amount but c m  resuit in a complex probiem for automatic piacement. Figure 3.1 shows the 

composition structure of the datapath compiler. The shaded part has not been addressed directly in 

this thesis. but the whole system is designed for the future addition of this function without 

affecting the finished part. 

Structural-îevel descriptions with 
placement specifications (in Java) 

(according to the - VI 
manual specifications) % c 

,O 
C O  
"N 

Routing s",E 
(Over-cell and g 8  
channel routing) - O 

-.G 
S E  w.3 + 

Layouts (in GDSII) 

Figure 3.1 The composition strtictrïre of the datapath compiler 

Despite the fact of being built upon the general approach, the datapath compiler does have one 

exception. which is caused by the way we design the components: the cells. As described in 

Chapter 2. traditional datapath compilers get cells from libraries that are specifically designed for 

datapaths. The physical implementations of control sipals, which generally mn in the vertical 

direction, are ernbedded within the layouts of the cells so that the control signals can be routed 

using only abutments. However, in our system, the cells produced by CLASSIC-SC do not have 

this characteristic because CLASSIC-SC is pnmarily designed for standard ce11 Iibraries. We 

choose CLASSIC-SC mainly because it is able to generate cells on demand, and as we will show 
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in Section 3.3, it allows the router to interact with it throughout the process of ce11 generation so 

that cells are produced according to the requirements of the router. Thus, in our approach, 

channels are needed to accommodate the routing of control signals. This scheme might result in 

larger area of final layouts, but it should be noted that the layouts of the cells with ernbedded 

control signals are certainly wider than that of ordinary cells of the same heights. As a result, we 

trade a little area for the flexibility that CLASSIC-SC provides and expect to make few sacrifices 

iii m a .  

The datapath compiler is developed based on the TSMC 0.35-micron CMOS technology offered 

by the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC). It seems that using what technology 

should not be an issue because the datapath compiler is claimed to be technology portable. 

However, technology is an issue in terms of how many routing metal layers it provides. Generally, 

for technologies with different numbers of metal layers, different types of routing strategies are 

needed to generate dense layouts by making the best use of metal layers. Although it is possible to 

develop a datapath compiler that is technology portable not only in the sense of obeying the 

design rules but also in the sense of adopting the most suitable routing algorithm for the 

technology. we expect to accomplish this in the future and we did take this into account when 

doing the object-oriented design of the system so that it allows the future addition of other routing 

algorithms. The routing algorithm in this thesis is developed for the technologies such as TSMC 

0.35-micron technology with three metal layers. For routing, three metal layers are allocated as 

follows. The rnetal 3 layer is saved for block-level routing because datapaths always serve as 

functional blocks in large designs and we do not want to make their layouts large blockages at the 

block level. The metal 1 and rnetal 2 layers are used to complete the layouts of datapaths: the 

metal 1 layer is used for cells, metal 2 for over-cell routing, and metal 1 together with metal 2 for 

channel routing. For technology that provides more metal layers, new routing algorithms might be 

developed to ultimately eliminate channels and complete the overall winng by routing over the 

cells, and hence achieve final Iayouts using only abutments. 

The Java language is chosen to implement the datapath compiler. We chose Java mainly because it 

is a pure object-oriented language, which fulfils Our goal of object-onented design. Other reasons 
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include its portability, and its direct support for the development of Gnphical User Interfaces 

(GUI). 

3.2 Design Capture 

A set of Java classes hüs been developed for design capnire. It. in fact, forms the object-oriented 

framework that serves as the ioundation tor the whoie sysrem. The impiernenrarion details wiii not 

be discussed in this thesis, while the classes and their relationships will be described in the next 

Chapter. In this section, when discussing the classes, we focus on the aspects that are significant to 

users and show how to use them in capturing datapath designs. 

The goal of developing such a set of Java classes is to provide a set of Java APIS that can be used 

to capture datapath designs at the structural level wiih placement specifications, and to aid the 

work in the following routing phase. The classes are carefully designed such that datapaths c m  be 

captured concisrly, and the users with little or even without Java knowledge are able to use them 

without difficulties. Example 1 shows how a type of parameterized register is captured in the 

datapath compiler. The register uses a D Rip-Bop class cailed dff. which describes a type of basic 

cell. 

Example 1: The Jlzvci clnss ofï i  pnrnrnererized register 

class Register extends FuncBlock ( 
Register(String name, int bits, Net in, Net out, Net clk) ( 

setName(name); 

for(int i=O; icbits; i++) ( 

addSubModule(new dff (in. ripNet(i), clk, out.ripNel(i))); 

} 

1 
1 

Note that cells are the basic constituent elements of a datapath, and hence in addition to their class 

entities, their transistor-levei neilists are also needed for generating the layouts. The class entity of 
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a ce11 is simpler than that of a functional block or datapath, as we will show in the next subsection. 

In the previous example and al1 the following examples of this Chapter, the narnes of the classes, 

which are from the framework we created, are shown in a bold fond, and the members of these 

classes, including attributes and operations, are shown in an italic font. 

In general, a. datapûth consists of a set of functional blocks, and each functional block consists of 

a set of ceiis. A funcrionai biock cnn br treated as the sprciai case of a diîtapaih, i.e., it daiapath 

consisting of only one functional block. Thus. only the ceil and datapath are captured differently, 

as we will discuss in the following two subsections. 

To capture a type of cell. two pieces of information are needed. One is its inner structure 

expressed as a transistor-level netlist in SPICE or AL format: the other is its outer interface 

depicted as  an entity in Java clûss format. In general. the class written for a type of ce11 contains 

two constructors. whose principal function is to specify the directions of its IO ports and the drive 

strength of the celi. Example 2 shows the Java class of a 2-input AND gate. 

Example 2: The Java clnss of a 2-input AND gate 

class and2 extends LeafCell ( 
and2(Net a, Net b, Net out) { 

addPort("an, PortJN, a); 

addPort("b", Port.lN, b); 

addPort("out", Port.OUT; out); 

1 

and2(int drivefactor, Net a, Net b, Net out) { 

this(a, b, out); 

setDrive Factofld rive Factor); 

1 
1 
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From this class. users can instantiate as many AND gates as they want in a design. For instance, a 

staternent of "new and2(nl, n2, n3);" creates a 2-input AND gate of size 1, which refen to the 

lowest drive strength. where n l ,  n2, and n3 are the nets that ports "a", "b". and "out" are 

connected to, respectively. To obtain the same gate of size 2 with higher drive strength, simply use 

'new and2(2, n l  , n2, n3);". 

Through this example. we also show how straightforward it will be to add the timing optimization 

function into the existing system because the ce11 sizing process could simply be accomplished by 

instaotiating the corresponding ceIl based on the result of static timing analysis and optimization. 

Instantiating various cells of different sizes is a dynamic process when the program is mnning. 

Note that for a type of ce11 with various drive strengths, we only need one ciass, while we need 

various netlists corresponding to different drive strength requirements. Since these netlists are 

generally the same in topology but different in transistor sizes, it is easy to let the system 

autornatically generate the netlists for higher drive-strength cells from that of a size 1 ce11 when 

the timing optimization function is added into the system in the future. 

In summary, a type of ce11 is completely defined by a class and a set of transistor-level netlists. A 

cell is obtained by instantiating an object from the class with the drive strength required. 

As mentioned earlier in this section. a functional block can be captured in the same way as a 

datapath. Example I illustrated how a typical functional block such as a register c m  be capnired 

in the datapath compiler. Example 3 below shows how a datapath is captured in general. 

A datapath design is generally captured in a class that consists of only one constructor, as shown 

in the example. The statements in the constmctor can be grouped into four parts according to their 

functions. The first part is to set some characteristics, such as the narne and the number of bits; the 

second part is to add IO ports, which is mainly used to indicate the types of the pons - data or 

control. This indication is necessary because the routing algorithm treats data and control nets 

differently when choosing routing directions. The third part is to create the nets used to 
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interconnect functional blocks and sub-datapaths. The last part is to add sub-modules, including 

functional bloc k s  and sub-datapaths. 

The capturing style is inherently hierarchical. As shown in Example 3. DataPath12 is a sub- 

datapath whose structure is described in another Java class. Note that only at the first level of the 

hierarchy is the second part (where the IO ports are added) needed. 

Example 3: The Java class ojkn e-raniple datapath 

class DataPathl extends DataPath { 
DataPathl (String name, int bits, Net in, Net out, Net clk) ( 

//Part 7: set characteristics 

setName(name); 

setBits(b its) ; 

//Pari 2: add 10 ports 

addlOPort(in, Port.DATA); 

addiOPort(out, PorLDATA); 

add/OPort(clk, Port. CONTROL); 

//Part 3: create new nets 

Net n l  = new Net("nln, bits); 

addNet(n1); 

//Part 4: add sub-modules 

addSubModuie(new DataPath 12("DataPathl2", bits, in, n 1, clk)); 

addSubModu/e(new Register("Output", n 1 , out, clk)) ; 

A datapath with a specific number of bits c m  be obtained by instantiating an object from this class 

using a statement like, for example, "new DataPathl ("dpl ", 8, n l  , n2, dock);", where n l  , n2, 

and d o c k  are the input. output. and dock net connected to the datapath, respectively. 

Placement information is also captured in design descriptions in our system. The capturing style 

of this part will be presented in Section 3.4 when the placement scheme is discussed. 
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3.3 Ce11 Design 

This section describes how we use CLASSIC-SC to generate ceIl layouts for over-ce11 routing. As 

mentioned earlier, over-ce11 routing is the key to achieving highly dense layouts by taking 

advantage of the regulanty in datapaths, while cells are always required to be specifically 

designed for ihis purpose. The idea behind this so-called specific design is always the same. Le., 

the design should enable a ce11 to provide several electrically equivalent access points for a logical 

pin on different predefined tracks. The programmable pins and vimial terminais of previous 

datapath compilers introduced in Chapter 2 are based on this idea as well. In this thesis, by using 

CLASSIC-SC, we achieve this goal in a different way. 

Generdly, CLASSIC-SC produces a cell by passing through hierarchy extraction, placement, 

routing, and compaction. The whole process can be completed in batch mode by submitting an 

AL script. In our approach, to allow the router to interact with CLASSIC-SC, we reschedule the 

process of designing a cell as follows. 

1. An AL script is executed to generate a ce11 without IO ports by passing through 

hierarchy extraction, placement, routing, and compaction, and then the ce11 is 

exported in GDSII format. In the ordinary ce11 design using CLASSIC-SC, ports are 

added manually or automatically in the routing stage, but here we deliberately exclude 

this step from the process. In CLASSIC-SC, the stages before compaction work on the 

symbolic layout where design rules are not enforced. In the compaction stage, the 

compactor moves cornponents and wires in the plane to ensure that both the design rules 

are obeyed and the compaction objectives, such as minimizing the width and wire length 

of a cell. are reached. However, CLASSIC-SC dlows a compacted layout to be set as 

editable, which rneans we cm stiIl treat a compacted layout as a symbolic layout, hence 

we cm add more cornponents into it, and then compact it one more time. This feature is 

exploited in the following steps. 

2. The router of the datapath compiler reads in a ceII's GDSII file, and then extracts ali 

possible pin locations for each IO port of the cell. The possible pins are located at the 

intersections of predefined horizontal tracks, which is determined by the target 
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technology, and the vertical poly or metal 1 layers that carry the signals of the 

corresponding ports, as shown in Figure 3.2(a). The legal pins marked in the figure are a 

subset of the possible pins. 

3. By ruming another AL script, CLASSIC-SC checks aii the possible pins to see if 

each of them can be added into the cell's layout. Because this step still works in the 

symbolic layout, design rules are not used as the criteria for checking, instead, as long as 

the addition cf 2 pin (3 po!y ccntact 2nd a meta! I-mtal? via. or a metal 1-metal:! via) doer 

not incur a shon circuit in the layout. the pin will be accepted as a legd pin. Thus, the 

constraints are not so tight and we can get a fairly large number of legal pins as the result. 

4. Based on the information of available legal pins, the router carries out its algorithm, 

and finaliy passes its decision of final pin locations for each port back to CLASSIC- 

SC. The over-ce11 routing algorithm will be discussed in detail in Section 3.5. 

5. By executing another AL script, CLASSIC-SC places the pins for the locations 

specified by router, compacts each ce11 again, and finally generates the layout for 

each ce11 by finishing clean-up steps. Note that during the compaction process of this 

step, CLASSIC-SC has been configured such that pins can only move horizontally. This 

restriction cornes from the router. which strictly requires the pins stay on the horizontal 

tracks specified in Step 4. In CLASSIC-SC. it is not unusual for the compaction step to 

get an infeasible result simply because design rules cannot be met. However, in our 

approach, because this second compaction is based on an already compacted layout and 

hence the regions which need to be adjusted are only around the locations where the pins 

are added, the probability of getting an infeasible Iayout is low. If an infeasible layout 

does corne out at this stage, currently we can only get around this by stretching cells, 

while we think we should be able to prevent this situation from occurring if CLASSIC-SC 

gives direct support at a lower level for this kind of use. 

Figure 3.2(a) shows the layout of an AND gate without ports after the first compaction. Figure 

3.2(b) shows the layout with ports after the second compaction. Figure 3.2(c) shows the final 

layout after clean-up steps. 
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Pin 

Figure 3.2 The b y o u t  of an AND gate (a) nferjîrst compnction 
(6) cifer second compnction ( c )  /inal l q o ~ i t  

In summary, we complete the ce11 design in the process using collaboration between the router and 

CLASSIC-SC. Compared with traditional methods [Tsu94, Amrn93. Cai90. Coh931, including 

those of the programmable pins and virtual teminals introduced in Chapter 1, our approach has 

advantages not only in the technology ponability and the flexibility of generating a ce11 on 

demand (which largely benefits from using CLASSIC-SC) but also in the quality of the final 

layouts produced. More specifically. in traditional methods the programmable pins or virtual 

teminals are designed such that the later additions of pins to their locations will not cause any 

design mle violation in cells. This type of design inevitably results in larger layouts than 

necessary because only some of the virtual teminals will finally be used in pnctice. On the 

contrary, our approach gets decisions from the router and places the real pins in the symbolic 

layout where design rules are not yet enforced. Final layouts are obtained after another 

compaction. As a result, there are no sacrifices of area for the flexibility to be exploited in routing. 

The flexibility of CLASSIC-SC makes this approach possible. 

3.4 Placement Scheme 

In our datapath compiler. placement is specified manually in the design descriptions. Note that 

placement here means specifiing relative locations nther than absolute coordinates for functionai 

blocks and cells. Thus, the sizes of the components need not be known when specifying the 
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placement. The actual calculation of precise physical coordinates can be deferred until the routing 

phase is completed and the real sizes of cells are determined. 

Because of the regularity of datapaths, the relative placement scheme is rather simple. In our 

approach, the placement of functional blocks is implicitly specified from the left to nght by the 

instantiation sequence of the functionnl blocks in the design descriptions, i.e., the first functional 

block is placed at the leftmost position. the second is placed at the second location to the left. and 

so on. As well, in each functional block. where cells are arranged vertically, the p!acement of cells 

is implicitly specified frorn the top to bottom by the instantiation sequence of the cells. This 

placement scheme is consistent with the arrangement defined in Section 3.1. 

As mentioned earlier. in out approach a small amount of random logic is allowed in the bit-sliced 

structure. Since the bit-sliced structure is still retained. irregularity just needs to be addressed at 

the ce11 level in each functional block. A mechanisrn is added to the placement scheme to deal 

with this situation. In a functional block. users can explicitly specify the placement strategy by 

invoking a method called setPSlrntegy(p), where pararneter p is a variable of type Phcement. 

which is an interface in the frümework. Currently, we have implemented two classes called 

RegCokrmn and CiistomColrimn for interface Plncenient. For extension in the future, more 

placement strategies such as "place the cells using simulated annealing" may be added to the 

framework as long as their corresponding classes implement interface Placement. 

RegCoinnrn and Ci~stomColiirnri together are sufficient for our current use. RegColiirnn is used for 

a placement that is relatively regular. For example, the ce11 placement shown in Figure 3.3(a) c m  

be simply specified in the class of a functional block as follows: 

Placement p = new RegColumn(1, 1, 1); 

se tPS tra tegy( p) ; 

The first parmeter of RegColnmn() is the offset from the top, the second parameter is the gap 

between two neighboring cells, and the third parameter is the range of a cell, as illustrated in 

Figure 3.3(a). The unit of these parameters is the height of a standard ce11 in the current design, 

which might change during the routing process. CiistomCohmn is used for a placement that is 



relatively irregular and cannot be described simply by using RegCoumn, as shown in Figure 

3.3(b). To capture this kind of placement, we generdly partition it into several sub-templates, each 

of which can be descnbed using two parameters: gap and range. Accordingly. the placement 

shown in Figure 3.3(b) can be specified in the class of a functional block as follows: 

Placement p = new CustomColumn(); 

p. a ddSub Templa te(0, 2); 

p.addSubTomplate(1, 4); 

setPStra tegy( p) ; 

off sel 

1 
g a p ~  

range 

I 
gap 1 

range 

Figure 3.3 
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Placement strntegy (a) regdur (b) irrcgrrlnr 

3.5 Routing Strategy 

This section discusses the routing strategy we developed for the datapath compiler. Routing is to 

complete the electrical interconnections between the components that are arranged on a plane 

after the placement. Generally, in addition to making the routed result function, there are several 

routing aspects to be optimized, including the area. timing, and power consumption of the final 

layout. As mentioned earlier, the maii! issue addressed in this thesis is to generate dense layouts 

using overcell routing for datapaths. The ce11 design in our approach has been described in 

Section 3.3, which is an interacting process between the router and the ce11 generation tool 

CLASSIC-SC. In this section, we describe how the router works and how it cooperates with 
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CLASSIC-SC to produce dense layouts. 

The entire routing problem is resolved by employing a combination of over-ce11 and channel 

routing. Most of the interconnections in datapaths are completed during the over-ce11 routing 

process. Because the over-ce11 routing algorithm is rnainly based on the interval graph, a summary 

of the necessary and sufficient graph theoretic fundamentals, especially algorithms for the interval 

gnph. is given briefly before the routing algorithm is discussed. 

3.51 Fhding ~Mc~rirnirni Independent Set for Interval Graplis 

A graph is generally represented by G = (V E). where V is a finite set of Il4 elements called 

vertices and E {/.r, y/l.r, y E I: .Y f v )  is a set of If3 unordered vertex pairs called edges. For 

distinct vertices s and y, .r is said to be cidjacent to y (or equivalently, y is said to be adjacent to x )  

if {-Y, y/ E E; othenvise. they are said to be independent. A set V V of vertices is cailed an 

independent set if the vertices in V" are pairwise independent. A Mnrimitrn Independerit Set (MIS) 

is the one with a maximum nurnber of vertices among al1 independent sets. 

The concept of an intrrvd graph is defined as follows. A graph G = (I: E) is called an intervd 

graph for a family s = { s i } ( .  ,) of intervals on the real Iine if there is a one-to-one 
L - 

correspondence between V and S such that two vertices are adjacent if  and only if the 

conesponding intervals have a nonempty intersection. Accordingly, the method of finding the 

maximum number of non-overlapping intervals on a line is the same as that of finding an MIS for 

its corresponding interval gnph. For general graphs, the problem of finding an MIS is known to 

be NP-hard; while for interval graphs, an algorithm of O(n1ogn) time complexity was proposed in 

[Gup82], which is described below. 

For an interval graph with n intervals. the algorithm first sorts the 2n endpoints in ascending order 

of their values. It then scans this list from left to nght until it first encounters a right endpoint. It 

then outputs the interval having this right endpoint as a member of a maximum independent set 

and deletes d l  intervals containing this point. This process is repeated until there is no intervd left 

in the list. 
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As descnbed below. we apply this algorithm to over-ce11 routing. 

3.5.2 Overnll Routing Strategy 

The router in Our system is composed of an over-ce11 router and a channel router. The latter serves 

as a complement to the over-ce11 routing. The routing algorithm is developed based on a three- 

metal-layer technology such as the TSMC 0.35-micon CMOS technology. The metai 3 layer is 

saved for the block level winng, so we use merai 2 for over-ceii rouring, metai 1 and metal 2 for 

channel routing, and metal 1 and poly for ce11 design. To achieve highly dense layouts, we set the 

overall routing strategy as follows. 

First, the over-ce11 routing algorithm should be able to make the best use of the ceIl design. The 

example in Figure 3.4(b) shows what result should be produced by the over-ce11 routing for an 

intra-bit net. Net 1 is an intra-bit net. and to avoid opening a channel it should not be routed as 

shown in Figure 3.4(a). Hoaever. none of the previous datapath cornpilers could completely avoid 

this kind of wiring in thrir over-cell routing algorithms. In our routing strategy, intra-bit nets will 

not incur openings (channels), as detailed in the next subsection. The routing for al1 of the intra-bit 

nets are completed horizontally over the cells. However. if  the cells in a bit slice do not have 

sufficient legal pins for reaching this goal. ihey will be automatically stretched in the vertical 

direction by informing CLASSIC-SC to produce cells with a new height. 

routing for netl 

VDD VDD 

celll ce112 

A routing for net1 
channel 

Figure 3.4 Rotiting intra-bit nets(a)Unacceptable result with an opening (b)Acceptable result 

Second, channels are inevitably needed when routing inter-bit and control nets that run vertically. 

As stated earlier in Section 3.1. compared to the general approach there is one exception in our 

datapath compiler - the physical implementation of control nets are not embedded in the iayouts 
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of cells, hence channels are needed to route these nets. To make the abutment as much as possible 

SC m to make dense layouts, we establish a mie to introduce channels between hinctional blocks 

(FBs). As shown in Figure 3.5, the channels can only be introduced between the first and second 

FBs, the third and fourth FBs, and so on; or equivalently, between the second and third FBs, the 

fourth and fifth FBs. and so on. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 3.5, the control nets 

of the first FI3 are routed in the channel on its right, and that of the second FI3 are routed in the 

cbannel on its left, xhereas there is no chmne! on the right side of the second FB. Chmnels are 

introduced only when necessary. However, the rule stated above may be violated when routing 

some inter-bit nets. Figure 3.5 shows two such inter-bit nets that can only be routed in an 

additional channel if we do not want to incur a timing penalty by routing them in a routine 

channel nearby. 

FBS 

Figure 3.5 nie location ofc/zanne!s 

Third, unlike those of the previous datapath compilers, our routing strategy has to deai with both 

intra-bit nets and control nets during the over-ce11 routing phase. To route control nets in the 

vertical channels, horizontal wiring segments are needed to Iead the pins, which are on the control 

nets in different cells, to the left or right edges of the cells. These horizontal routes in fact 

consume considerable routing resources over the cells. Thus to make the best use of routing 

resources, the over-ce11 routing algorithm has to deal with control nets together with intra-bit nets 

rather than route them sequentidly. 

In Figure 3.6, a simple example is used to illustrate the result of our routing strategy. Figure 3.6(a) 
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shows the abstract view of the exarnple datapath. Note that the second and founh functionai 

blocks contain irregular cells. Figure 3.6(b), (c), (d), (e) are obtained directly from the datapath 

compiler. Figure 3.6(b) shows its final layout. Al1 of the routes completed by our routing 

algorithm are shown in Figure 3.6(c). To make it clear, we show the over-ce11 routes and channel 

routes separately in (d) and (e). 

In the following subsection, we will discuss the over-ceIl routing algorithm in detail. 

Figure 3.6 Routing for an erample datnpnth (a) 17ie abstract view (b)  Lqoctr 
(c)  Ail routes ( d )  Over-ce11 routes ( e )  Channel routes 

The over-ce11 routing in Our approach is to route dl of the horizontal wires over cells so that these 

wires plus wires in channels complete dl of the interconnections of a datapath. The entire over- 

ce11 routing process is composed of two phases. In the firçt phase, the algorîthm works row by row 

(bit slice) to route intra-bit nets and parts of control nets (as explained in the last subsection) using 
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horizontal wiring segments over cells. If the routing in a row cannot be 100 percent completed, 

the cells in the row will be stretched automatically until it is successfully routed. The second 

phase is to route the over-ce11 horizontal wires for inter-bit nets. As well, stretching might be 

necessary to complete the interconnections. 

In the first phase, the algorithm deals with one bit slice at a time. Figure 3.7 shows a typical bit 

slice with over-ce11 tracks depicted on it. A trmk is a horizontal line along which over-ce11 wires 

are placed. The space between two adjacent tracks is calculated as the via-to-via pitch of the 

technology being used, as shown in Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.7 A bit slice with tracks depicted on it 

via-to-via pitch 

Figure 3.8 Vin-to-vin pitch iîsed to cnlctilate the spnce between adjacent tracks 

In each row. the algonthm works on one track at a time starting from the state that is shown in 

Figure 3.7. In this state, cells in the row have been generated and the legal pins For each IO port of 

the cells have been found by passing the first three steps of the ce11 design procedure described in 

Section 3.3. The trac ks are chosen in a symmetric manner starting from the rniddle of the bit slice. 

In Figure 3.7, the number of tracks indicates the choosing sequence, which commences from the 
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middle and then altemates between the top and bottom. Adopting this scheme is mainly because 

poly contacts in P and N active areas are forbidden in MOS process technologies (including the 

technology we use). hence the middle region between p-transistors and n-transistors possesses the 

most choices for IO ports. 

The routing on each track is further divided into two phases. In the first phase, an interval graph is 

constructed for the net segments on the track, and then in the second phase, the algorithm 

descnbed in Section 3.5.1 is used to find the MIS of the constructed interval graph. 

From the state shown in Figure 3.7, the first phase starts by scanning the bit slice from the left to 

right, asking each ce11 to reply with its legal pins on the track. Each pin is in Fact an object that 

contains al1 necessary information for later use. including the net it connects to, the ceIl it resides 

in, the name of the port. the status of being routed or unrouted, etc. These pins are stored in a list. 

and then the algorithm proceeds by scanning the list from the left to right until it first encounten 

an unrouted pin. If the unrouted pin is on a control net, a net segment (an interval that acts as a 

vertex of the interval graph being constructed) is obtained by spreading a horizontal wire from it 

to the edge of the cell. beside which there is a routine channel. Otherwise, another scan is 

perfomed backwards dong the list from the unrouted pin to the left until either a pin, which is on 

the same net as the unrouted pin. is found or the left end of the list is reached. In the former case 

an interval, whose left and right endpoint are the end and beginning of the backward scan 

respectively. is identified as a vertex of the interval graph being constructed. The first scan (the 

forward scan) continues until it reaches the end of the track. The final result is the interval gaph 

constructed for the track. Using the second backward scan is based on the following 

considerations. 

First, rather than decompose an n-terminal net sequentially into a set of n-1 two-terminal nets 

before the routing algorithm begins. the algorithm completes this task dynamically so that the 

routing resources, which are the over-ceil routing tncks in our case, can be used more efficiently 

to achieve 100 percent of the connections. Figure 3.9 shows an example. There are three terminais 

on net n 1 connecting port A in ce11 1, port B in ce11 2, and port C in ce11 3 together. Three cells are 

aligned horizontally in a bit slice. If we divide n l  sequentially into two two-terminal nets: n 1-1, 
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and n 1-2, as we can see, there is no way to connect port B of ce11 2 with port C of ce11 3. However, 

in Our approach using the backward scan enables us to complete the connection finally as shown 

in Figure 3.9. Second, instead of scanning in both directions. we restrict the direction to the left 

because, as we have mentioned earlier, the functional blocks of a datapath are placed according to 

the data flow, in Our case, from the left to right. Thus. scanning to the right might result in 

unexpected long paths. For instance. the routing result of a long path between A and B in Figure 

3.LO(a) is obtaincd by sianning :O thc iight, wbilc by sccinninp cnly ro the ! d t .  the s m e  

connection is completed with a better result from the perspective of timing, as shown in Figure 

3.10(b). Although this restriction might reduce routing choices to a limited extent, we do not want 

to rnake such sacrifices of performance for routing completion, which. on the other hand. can be 

üchieved by stretching cells. 

In the second phase. the algorithm proceeds to find the MIS of the interval graph by employing 

the algorithm introduced in Section 3-51. Whenever an interval is chosen to be a member of the 

MIS, the pin which corresponds to its right endpoint is set to be as routed. According to the 

definition of MIS, the result is in fact the maximum number of non-overlapping net segments we 

cm put on the track. 

netnl  , nl-1 n1-2 
1 

* 

Figure 3.9 A rorrting tmmplr by decomposing a net dynarnically 

Once the routing on one track is finished. the cells in the bit slice are scanned one more time from 

the left to right to check their routing status. Each ce11 is requested to inform the router about the 

routing status of its IO ports that reside on intra-bit and control nets. Based on the answer from dl 

cells, the router either moves on to the next bit slice or stays and works on a new track. This 
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Data flow 
C 

Data flow 
t 

Figure 3.10 (a )  Long roriting wire benveen A and B (b) A better solution 

process continues until al1 bit slices are routed. The routing result consists of two parts. The first 

part is the information of the port locations of the cells, which are kept in each ce11 and then used 

by CLASSIC-SC to generate the ceil's final layout with ports (see steps 4 and 5 in Section 3.3). 

The second part is a set of wiring segments whose information is kept in the router, which is an 

object of type Router. 

When implementing the algorithm. special attention has to be paid to deal with the tracks of 

flipped cells and especially big cells whose height is several times bigger than that of the standard 

cells. A mapping is needed to assign the logic tracks of a bit slice to the real tracks in a cell's 

layout. 

After al1 of the intra-bit and control nets are routed for al1 bit slices, the router proceeds to 

complete the connections for inter-bit nets. An inter-bit net is a net or a partial net whose terminals 

reside in different functional blocks and different bit slices. The algorithm used to route the over- 

ce11 wiring segments for this type of net is described as follows. The algorithm starts by 

determining two terminals to be connected dong an inter-bit net. For the left terminai, the 

algorithm projects line-probes frorn al1 of its legal pins dong ~ a c k s  to the right until an 

obstruction in each track is encountered. In this situation, an obstruction in a track is a wiring 

segment of another net. If there is already one or several wires connected to a legal pin from the 

right, the projecting process is in fact to extend it further to the right. From al1 of these probed 

wires, choose the longest one. The sarne idea is applied to the right terminal to project line-probes 

to the left, and then find the longest wire as well. The dashed lines in Figure 3.1 l(a) are the line- 
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probes generated. If the two longest wires have overlap in the horizontal direction and there exists 

a channel or channels in the overiapping region, choose a channel if it is the only one, or choose 

one of them if it has already been formed from the previous routing actions or it is a routine 

channel. Finally, the longest rizht-probing and left-probing wires are cut at the left and right edge 

of the channel. respectively, as shown in Figure 1 l(b). 
channel 

Figure 3.1 1 Roririny cm inter-bit net by projecting fine-probes to n chnnnel 

In summary. the over-ce11 routing algorithm is described as follows: 

Stretch: For(initia1 height factor Ii specified by user:: h++) ( 

Fbr(each bit slice, i )  ( 

For(each track. jJ ( 

Construct an interval graph G for the net segments on track j; 

Find MIS for G: 

If (bit slice i has been routed) 

break; 

1 
If(bit slice i has not been rourted) 

continue Stretch; 

1 
Route inter-bit nets: 

If (the inter-bit nets routing is successful) 

break: 

1 

3.5.1 Over-cell Routing Algo rithrn Complaity 

In the over-ce11 routing algorithm described above, most of the time is spent in routing intra-bit 
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and control nets because generally inter-bit nets only constitute a small fraction of the nets in a 

datapath. Thus we only analyze the cornplexity of the over-ce11 routing in a bit slice. Constructing 

an interval graph for one track is an O(nZ) opention in the average or wont case; and the 

complexity of the algorithm used to find the MIS for the interval graph is O(nlogn), where n is the 

number of pins on the track. Consequently. the overali cornplexity is 0(n2)  for the routing on one 

track. Assume there are k tracks over a bit slice, hence in the worst case to route an entire bit slice, 

the complexity is ~(k-n'). 

3.3.5 Dogleg Channel Roicting Implementntion 

When the over-ceIl routing is finished. vertical channels have already been formed with pins on 

their two edges. The dogleg channel routing algorithrn introduced in Section 2.3.1 is employed to 

complete the connections in these channels. When implementing the algorithrn, to check the 

vertical constraints of a segment that is being placed, every terminal within its range is checked 

against the pin (if it enists) that is on the other side of the channel. The range defined in the 

algorithm can be specified by users. 

An example result of dogleg channel routing can be Found in Figure 3.6(e). 

In this section, we summarize the features of the datapath compiler as follows: 

1. It is parameterized in the bus width of a datapath. A set of datapaths with different bus 

widths is captured as a Java class in the datapath compiler. A datapath with specific bus 

width can be obtained simply by instantiating an object from the class with parameters 

specified by users. 

2. It is technology portable. Using CLASSIC-SC to gnerate cells is the main reason that we 

can achieve this feature in the datapath compiler, because in CLASSIC-SC switching to a 

new process technology just means writing new technoloey and physicai configuration 
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files. In the datapath compiler, we have a class that contains a lirnited number of constants 

related to process technology. These constants are the necessary information for routing, 

including the minimum width of a metal 1 layer, the minimum space between two metal 1 

layers, the minimum width of a via1 layer, the minimum width of a metal 2 layer, etc. 

3. It allows random logic rnixed with the bit-sliced structure of datapaths. This feature is 

accomplished with the aid of relative placement directives in the design capture, and 

direct support from the routing aigorithm. i t  is important to note that For iuge celis chat 

are several tirnes higher than standard cells, their heights should be an odd multiple of the 

heights of standard cells to guarantee the correct abutment of VDD and Vss, whereas this 

restriction is not imposed by the routing algorithm. 

4. It is extensible, especially for the future addition of timing optimization. Much attention 

has been paid to design the datapath compiler based on the object-oriented approach for 

future extension. As we will show in the next Chapter. a router implementing a new 

algorithm might be introduced into the system without affecting other parts of the system. 

For timing optimization. the system has been designed to provide support for this issue, as 

discussed earlier in this Chapter. Static timing analysis and timing optimization can be 

incorporated into the system without affecting the existing design and implementation. 

3.7 Surnmaîy 

In this Chapter. a datapath compiler is introduced in detail in tems of its design capture, cell 

design, placement, and routing. In addition to the features listed in the last section. the datapath 

compiler does its ce11 design using CLASSIC-SC. and features a new type of over-ceIl routing 

approach. The flexibility that CLASSIC-SC provides is the source of most ideas. and the object- 

oriented design makes the implementation process much easier. In the next Chapter, we will 

present the object-oriented design of the datapath compiler. 



CHAPTER 4 The Object-oriented Design of 
the Datapath Compiler 

This chapter describes the objected-onented design (OOD) of the datapath compiler. We mainly 

rely on the Unifzrd Moifeling Lnngrtnge (UML) [Rum99], a visual modeling language primady 

used with object-oriented analysis and design methods. to convey the ideas behind our OOD and 

describe the structure of the software system we developed. For some crucial design decisions, 

brief discussions will be given. First in Section 4.1, we describe the behavior of the datapath 

compiler from the cornputation and workflow perspective using an activity diagram. Then, in 

Section 4.2, we discuss the object structure of the system using class diagrams. and detail its 

behavior using collaboration diagrams. Finally. Section 4.3 summarizes this chapter. 

To aid the reader in understanding the contents of this chapter, necessary information about UML 

is given in Appendix A of this thesis. 

4.1 The Dynamic Behnvior of the Datapath Compiler 

In UML, there are several modeling constructs, generally called vieivs, to represent various 

aspects of a system: static view. use case view, interaction view. state machine view, activity view, 

physical view, and mode1 management view. To depict the big picture of how the datapath 

compiler works, we capture its dynamic behavior using an activity view. The activity diagram is 

s hown in Figure 4.1. 

In the diagnm, the activities are arranged into vertical zones separated by dashed lines. Each zone 

represents the responsibilities of a particular role in the systern. Note that the role of a user is also 
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Figure 4.1 Activity Diagram of the Datapath Compiler 

included in the diagram because. for some cells, CLASSIC-SC may give incomplete-routed 

results after the routing phase, or infeasible results after the compaction phase, therefore, the 

user's intervention is needed with the aid of the GUI to deai with this situation so that the whoIe 
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system can work properly. 

4.2 Object Stnlctzrre and Object Interactions 

In an object-oriented system. the constituent classes and their relationships form the object 

structure of the system. which is generally described using class diagrams in UML. The classes 

that constitute the core of the datapath compiler c m  be grouped into three packages: the classes 

for ce11 layout generation. the classes for design capture. and the classes for routing and layout 

generation. Accordingly. the object structure of the datapath compiler will be introduced in the 

following three subsections using class diagnms. Although drawing class diagrams is 

indispensable to describe an object-oriented system. class diagrams are in fact the static view of 

the system because they do not reflect time-dependent behavior. The behavior of an object- 

oriented system is implemented through the object interactions by rxchanging messages among 

the objects involved. Therefore. in each subsection. dong with the class diagram. we also provide 

its corresponding collaboration diagram showing the flow of control across the objects which are 

involved to implement a specific task. 

Before proceeding to the subsections. we would like to make it clear that we draw class diagrarns 

from the implementation perspective as we are descnbing a system that has already been 

implemented. Generdly, there are three perspectives we can use in drawing class diagrams: 

conceptual, specification. and implementation. Different perspectives affect the way we interpret a 

class diagram. 

4.2.1 Classes for Cell Lqorît Generation 

CIasses involved in this task include SCellPool, CCellPool, Frtractor; TsmcClassicSC, 

GDSlIZmpo~er: TsmcIOGrid. The class diagram for this part of the system is shown in Figure 4.2. 

In the diagram, a class is shown as a solid-outline rectangle with three compartments sepanted by 

horizontal Iines. The top compartment holds the class narne; the middle compartment holds a list 

of attributes; the bottom compartment contains a list of operations. TsmcClassicSC is the class 
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that deals with CLASSIC-SC directly, and for the other parts of the system it plays the role of a 

ce11 generation tool. GDSIIIrnporrer is used to read in the layouts of the cells, which are exported 

by CLASSIC-SC in GDSlI format. TsmcIOGrid provides al1 information regarding the over-ce11 

tracks. Extractor plays the major role in this subsystem. It extracts legal pins for al1 the ports of a 

ce11 after the first compaction. SCellPool together with CCellPool act as a facade that offers other 

parts of the system a simple interface to this subsystem, and furthermore, they both serve as a 

l i b r q  of the extrxted ?iews ef lega! pins for the cells. As we can cee from the cell deçign 

procedure introduced in Section 3.3, obtaining a cell's legal pins is a time-consuming process 

with many interactions between the datapath compiler and CLASSIC-SC. However, for a type of 

ceIl with a specific height, their layouts (without ports) corning from CLASSIC-SC are dways the 

sarne, and so are their legal pins. Therefore. SCellPool and CCellPool are designed to keep the 

extracted view of a cell's legal pins every time when a new type of ce11 is produced. Whenever a 

request regarding a cell's Iegal pins cornes liom the outside. SCellPool or CCellPool checks with 

itself first. and if the requested information is found, it sends it out immediately. In this way, the 

system saves much time because generally a datapath contains a large number of identicai cells. 

SCellPool is used for standard cells. while CCrllPool is for the cells that are designed manually, 

and whose heights are multiples of the standard ce11 height. Finally, to make it work the way we 

plan, SCrllPool and CCellPool are accessed as static members from other classes, which means 

there is only one instance per class. rather than one in every object created from the class. 

Note that in the diagram, ClnssicSC, Importer, and IOGrid are interfaces with classes 

TsmcClassicSC, GDSIIlniporter, and TsmciOGrid as their implemented classes, respectively. An 

interface is defined as a class with no implementation, and hence, has operation declantions but 

no method bodies and no fields. Prognmrning to an interface makes possible the Rexibility and 

extensibility we desire, because it gives us a way to establish object connections and message- 

sends to objects in any class that implements a specific interface, without hardwinng object 

connections or hardwinng message-sends to a specific class of objects. For example, in our case if 

CLASSIC-SC can export layouts in another format, a new layout importer could be introduced 

into the datapath compiler to read in this format without affecting the implernented part of the 

software as long as the class of the new importer implements the interface Importer. As well, a 
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Figure 4.2 The cltss diagram of the classes for ceii layout generation 
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new technology could be integrated into the system as long as the corresponding class implements 

the interface ClassicSC. In the existing system, class TsmcCIassicSC implements ClnssicSC to 

work for the TSMC-0.35 CMOS technology. The same idea is applied to al1 of the interface- 

related implementations in our system. 

This subsystem is primarily used to implement two tasks: to generate cells (without ports) from 

netlists and then extnct their legal pins, and to produce the final layouts of cells with ports. Their 

collaboration diagrams are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. respectively. These diagrams show 

how the objects interact. Note that the first request amves from the other parts of the system, 

which is not shown in the diagrams. In Figure 4.4. class LeafCell. which is not in this subsystem, 

is incorporated into the diagram to make the illustration more clear. The LeafCell class is 

described in Section 42.3. 

1.2:[inPool=false} 
geninitSyrnLayour2DComp(c, ch) + 1.3.3:getlegriIPins(ppins, 

Ipins, ch, c) 1.3.1: 
extractPorts( 
f, ports) 

Figure 4.3 Collaboration diagram for e-xtmcting legai pins 

Figure 4.4 Collaboration diagram for final layotit generntion 

: LeafCe l i 
1.1 :genFinalLayout(pl,w.ch) _ 

d 
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1.2.2 Classes for Design Capture 

As mentioned earlier, classes in this subsystem make up the framework that serves as the 

foundation for the whole system. The class diagram of this framework is shown in Figure 4.5. Due 

to lack of space, the query methods used to retrieve the attributes of classes are not shown in the 

classes' rectangles. DataPath is used as the superclass of al1 the datapath classes created by the 

user. FiincBlock is employed to capture the functional blocks. It is in fact a subclass of DataPath, 

with extra placement information. Like Data Pnth. LeafCell is used as the superclass of al1 the ce11 

classes written by the user. C~rstomColiimn and RegColimin. which implement interface 

Plncemrnr, are used as relative placement directives. For the usage of the above-mentioned 

classes, please refer to Section 3.2. Net is used to represent interconnections in a datapath. 

PortInCd and PonInDP are employed to represent the IO ports of cells in the context of a ce11 

and a datapath. respectively. PinlVithL.izyer is the class of physical pins with (x, y) coordinates and 

layers. Note that in the diagram. to üvoid repetition. the classes introduced in the previous diagram 

are simply dnwn as rectangles with their names. However, the symbols of class Roiiter2Metal and 

LnyoiitGrnerator are also simplified because they are relatively large classes and will be detailed 

in the next subsection. 

Note that the classes of this subsystem do not participate in any activity directly. Only when used 

in a real datapath design. will they be involved in a specific activity, such as routing and layout 

pneration. Therefore, there is no collaboration diagram corresponding to the class diagram in 

Figure 4.5. Class Datapath's role in a collaboration behavior will be described in the next 

subsection when the classes for routing and layout generation are discussed. 

4.2.3 Classes for Roitting and Layorit Generation 

Figure 4.6 shows the ciass diagram of the routing and layout generation subsystem of the datapath 

compiler. Ronrer2Metnl is the main class of this subsystem. which implements the algorithms of 

over-ce11 routing and channel routing. Interface Router defines a router's operations for hiture 

extension, while RoriterZlMetal is its existing implementation. LqorrtGenerutor is used to add 

ports and generate layout for each ce11 after the routing phase is finished, and then calculate the 
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absolute placement, and finally produce the final layout for a datapath. GDSIIErporter, which 

irnplements interface Erporter, is ernployed to export layouts in GDSII format. Its private 

methods are not listed for lack of space. Route is the class of al1 over-ce11 wiring segments: 

ChannelNetSeg is the class of al1 the routes in channels. Class CIzarmel is used to represent 

channels in a datapath. 

The collaboration diagram depicting the subsystem's behavior in routing and layout generation is 

shown in Figure 1.7. Note that the first request for layout generation cornes from the GUI, which 

gram. is not shown in the dia, 

Figure 4.7 Col~nborntion diagrnrnjor muting and lclyorit generation 

In this chapter, the object-oriented design of the datapath compiler is descnbed using UML from 

the implementation perspective. The dynamic behavior of the datapath compiler is shown in an 

activity diagram followed by three subsections where the object structure and object interactions 

of the whole system are introduced in detail by using class diagrams and collaboration diagrams. 

Note that not al1 classes but only those significant for representing the object structure of the 

system are shown in the class diagrams. The technique of progamming to interfaces is exploited 

to design reusable and extensible object-oriented software. The classes for design capture are 

designed such that al1 necessary information, especially the netlist of a datapath, can be obtained 
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for later use by a router. 



CHAPTER 5 Implernentation and 
Eqerimental Results 

This chapter introduces the implementation of the datapath compiler. and presents several 

experimental results produced by the datapath compiler. In Section 5.1. we discuss some 

irnplementation issues associated with CLASSIC-SC. We present what has been done and what 

needs to be done in CLASSIC-SC to aid our datapath compiler in producing high-quality layouts. 

In Section 5.2. we mainly discuss the GUI-based implementation of the system. In Section 5.3, 

three typicai datapath layouts generated by the datapath compiler are given. To evaluate the area 

and timing of the layouts. the results are compared with those produced from either a standard- 

cell based synthesis design Row or manual layout. Finally. Section 5.4 summarizes this chapter. 

5.1 Implernentation Issues tvith CLASSIC-SC 

As introduced in Section 3.3. CLASSIC-SC has been used in our system to generate ce11 layouts 

on-demand. The flexibility that CLASSIC-SC provides in technology portability and ce11 

architecture specification is the main reason that we can use it for our application. By writing 

corresponding technology and physical specification files. we have successfully incorporated 

TSMC 0.35-micron CMOS technology into CLASSIC-SC and made it work for Our expenmental 

datapaths. However, CLASSIC-SC is pnmarily designed to create standard ce11 Iibraries used for 

traditional ASIC system design. Making it work in our datapath compiler requires some specid 

considerations. The implementation issues related to CLASS-SC that we have encountered and 

resolved, and the issues we hope to be solved more effectively in the future are discussed below. 
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Implernentation and Expertmental Results 

CLASSIC-SC is designed as an interactive tool that puts the cell design process in control of the 

users. It is not uncornmon that during the ce11 generation process CLASSIC-SC may give 

incompletely-routed results after the routing stage, or infeasible results after the compaction 

phase. In a stand-alone CLASSIC-SC session. the user may be required to complete the routing 

manually when an incompletely-routed result is obtained, or redo the design from any stage 

appropriate when an infeasible result occurs during compaction. However, in our application we 

require thzt CLASSIC-SC provide fii!!y-rc?u~ed fearible ce!] layouts without nny intemipion. To 

deal with these situations. the GUI (which will be introduced in the next section) of our datapath 

compiler is designed to facilitate the user's intervention. as described below. 

Whenever an incompletely-routed ceIl layout is obtained. the thread running the layout generation 

process at the background is suspended. and then the user is informed about this situation through 

the GUI. The user has the following three choices nt this point: 

1. Go to CLASSIC-SC to complete the routing manually, save the result and notify the 

suspended thread to continue. 

1. If the manual routing fails, or without any attempt to complete the routing manually, 

infonn the system to continue by stretching cells. or 

3. Abort by stopping the thread imrnediately. 

The same scherne is applied when an infeasible ceIl Iayout is obtained after the compaction. 

except that there is no way to salvage an infeasible layout in CLASSIC-SC, and therefore, the user 

has only two choices: to let the system continue by stretching cells or abort. 

To date, GDSII Stream data format. which is most commonly used for electron beam lithography 

and photornask production. is the only format in which CLASSIC-SC exports ce11 layouts. A 

GDSII Stream file generally contains geometrical objects such as polygons and paths of various 

layen. Hence the names of nets that are associated with UO ports generally cannot be found in the 

GDSII files. However, for routing purposes we need this information in the datapath compiler. To 

solve this problem, we have modified the behavior of the GDSII exporter of CLASSIC-SC to 

export the net name dong with every polygon of the net, and dccordingly the GDSII importer of 
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our datapath compiler is designed to adapt to this modification. 

As mentioned in Section 3.5.3 when we discussed the over-cell routing strategy, the center region 

of a ceIl between the p- and n-transistors has the rnost choices for IO ports. Therefore. to get more 

routing resources in terrns of more legal pins, it is desirable to make the center region as large as 

possible. However. the compactor in CLASSIC-SC tends to move p- and n-transistors to the 

center. we think. due to the fact that CLASSIC-SC is designed to generate cells for standard ce11 

libraries used in the traditional s tandard-cell based s ynthesis design methodology. B y observing 

the behavior of CLASSIC-SC'S compactor, currently we cm only keep the center region open by 

defining a non-uniform routing grid near the VDD power rail in the physical specification file. 

This keeps the p-transistors at the top of a ceIl and n-transistors at the bottom. We only regard this 

approach as a partial solution because for some cells the compactor still does not work the way we 

hope. We would expect to get a full control over this situation if CLASSIC-SC provided direct 

support for this kind of use in its compaction strategy. 

The cell design using CLASSIC-SC in our approach is composed of two cornpactions, as 

described in Section 3.3. It is important that in the second compaction the via1 holes (holes 

between M2 and M 1) can only be moved in the horizontal direction. This is mandatory because 

the track that a via1 should stay on is imposed by the over-ce11 router prior to the second 

compaction. We have achieved this goal by modifying a compaction constraint callback function 

in a shape component file associated with the VO ports. 

One issue that is important but we still cannot control in our datapath compiler is that after the 

First compaction. it is not guaranteed that we can Cet at Ieast one legal pin for an VO port, mainly 

because the compactor in CLASSIC-SC is supposed to work on layouts with placed VO ports. For 

a complex datapath consisting of many different types of cells. which furthemore could also be 

very complex with many transistors and VO ports, this deficiency could manifest itself as a fatal 

Aaw. In fact, we did suffer from it when we worked on the experimental datapaths, which will be 

discussed in Section 5.3. We hope that in the future we c m  get direct support from CLASSIC-SC 

so that both its router and compactor are aware of this kind of use and leave enough space at the 

two sides dong the paths of nets associated with Il0 ports. 
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5.2 GUI-based Irnplementation 

As mentioned earlier. the object-onented design of the system makes the implementation process 

much easier. The main part of the datapath compiler is implernented with the Java 2 Sufiare 

Developrnent Kir (SDK),  with a few cell generation scripts written in the AL embedded language 

of CLASSIC-SC. In this section. we briefiy introduce the implementation of the GUI of the 

system. 

The motivation for us to develop a GUI for the system is to show the result - layouts generated 

by the datapath compiler. A snapshot of the GUI is shown in Figure 5.1. The GUI is developed 

based on the Java Folîrdation clisses (JFC), from which JFC/Swing is used as the user interface 

toolkit to develop the GUI, and Java 2 0  API is used as the drawing toolkit to draw the layouts of 

datapaths 

CCLL kaon: mi1 - - 1 1 UOdW:rd  ' I -- .' 

i I I wflm t h  MVA e l a m  a l  t h  oit I 

Midi nr t r  
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mt W - m htC*nr.. bits): 
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Figure 5.1 A snapshot of the GUI 

In addition to the hinction of displaying layouts. the GUI also provides an interface for capturing 
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designs and exporting layouts. To import a new type of ce11 into the system, the user is requested 

to type in the necessary information of the cell. including its Java class entity and transistor-level 

netlist. For a ce11 with a different drive strength, if its Java class is dready in the system, only its 

netlist is required. Similady, a darapath can be captured and compiled in the GUI. For various 

datapath designs, the GUI is able to check its parameters, and then prompt a dialog window 

accordingly to let the user specify its data bit width and the bus width for each IO signal. For the 

detailed infnrmntion on how io use our datapath compiler. please refer to Appendix B. 

The initial version of the GUI suffered a speed problem when displaying and manipulating (zoom 

in. or zoom out) the layout. We found that this problem occurred mainly because we were using 

the reference implenlentation of Java 2 SDK. By using the production relense of Java 2 SDK. 

which is bundled with a Just-In-Time (JIT) compiler, the performance improved significantly. The 

speedup is about 40% to 60%. The performance problem is further alleviated by eliminating the 

alphacomposite. which provides transparency composition in rendering operations in Java 2D 

API. when drawing the layout. However. the drawing speed is still not satisfactory compared to 

those developed based on the X-window development kits. It is known that Java applications are 

still a bit slow even though the performance in Java applets is no longer an issue. 

5.3 Experimental Results 

To test the performance of our datapath compiler. we used three daiapath examples. In one case, 

we had a full custom layout available; in the other two cases. we used a standard-ce11 based 

synthesis flow to generate layouts for comparison to the results produced by our datapath 

compiler. Our focus for this work was on the resulting area, but we did a simple experiment to see 

how the timing would compare. 

Our datapath compiler has been used to generate layouts for three typical datapath designs: DPI, 

Drcp, and Mult4x4. 
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DPI is a typical datapath whose schematic is shown in Figure 5.2. It consists of three n-bit 

registers. three multiplexers, an n-bit ALU, and two n-bit tri-state buffers. The layout of its 16-bit 

implementation is shown in Figure 5.3. 

Register r-l Register r l  

MUX xn 
Regis ter 11 

Figure 5.2 Schemntic of DPl  

Drcp is part of a datapath design provided counesy of lames Goodman. It cornes from an energy- 

efficient, scahble encryption processor project at MIT [Goo99]. The datapath is the main part of 

an encryption engine that uses an algorithm known as the Quadratic Residue Generator to 

genente a cryptographically-secure pseudorandom keystream sequence that is then XORed with a 

serial data stream to form the encrypted data stream. One bit slice of Drcp consists of eighteen 2- 

to-1 multiplexers, five D flip-Bop, two AND gates, and two 1-bit Full Adders. The simplified 

schematic of Drcp is shown in Figure 5.4. We received transistor-level schernatics of one bit slice 

from James. from which the layout of its 8-bit implementation is generated by the datapath 

compiler. as shown in Figure 5.5. 

Mtilt4x4 is a 4x4 carry-save multiplier whose block-IeveI schematic is shown in Figure 5.6. In 

fact, this type of array multiplier is not the kind of datapath our system favors because almost h d f  
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Figure 5.3 Layoîit of 16-bit DPI 

of its interconnections are inter-bit nets. However, we use it as an example mainly because 

multipliers are important components in datapaths, and the critical timing path in this type of 

multiplier is easily identified so that we can use it as an example circuit to evaluate the timing of 

the layouts generated by the datapath compiler. The layout of Mult4~4 is shown in Figure 5.7. 

The characteristics of the three datapaths as produced by our compiler are summarized in Table 

5.1. In the table. the number of transistors and the number of bits in each datapath are shown in 

Transistor coiints and Bit width, respectively. The numbers of tracks over each bit slice of 

datapaths are Iisted in Trncks per row. The resulting area for each datapath produced by the 

datapath compiler is Iisted in Area. 
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TABLE 5 -1 Chnmcteristics of experimental datapaths 

1 

1 ALU, Registen. 

Datapath Constituent components I I 
DP 1 Multiplexers, Tri-state 1 1 bufers 1 2208 

Transistor 
counts 

1 Full adders. Multiplexers, 1 2584 1 Drcp 
1 1 Registers 1 

Bit 
width 

Tracks 
per row 

Area 
(x lo4square 

microns) 

5.3.2 Camparison to other lqordt methods 

I "tkl- I 

To evaluate the results produced by the datapath cornplier, DPI and MuIt4x4 were also 

implemented using the standard-ce11 based synthesis design methodology from VHDL to 

automatic Placement&Routing. To make the results comparable, the two designs are captured at 

the stmctural level of VHDL by instantiating the various components according to the block-level 

Full adder with 
3 iClUXes 

Full riddrr with 
3 b1UXes 

1 I . 1 
Figure 5.4 Schernntic of Drcp (One bit slice) 
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netlists shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.6, and the sizes of the transistors in the transistor-level 

netlists of the cells that are imported into Our datapath compiler are the sarne as those of the 

standard cells used for the synthesis design flow. 

In the automatic placement and routing phases, we used Silicon Ensemble (SE), which is an 

automatic Placement&Routing tool from CADENCE that uses area routing, to complete the 

routing between standard cells. The layouts of DPl and MuIt4~4 are obtained by taking 

advantage of SE'S ability to route without channels. The results show that even 

datapath compiler uses channels, we cm still get better areas in our approach. 

though Our 

Figure 5.5 Lqotrr of &bit Drcp 

.3y,:?Y ' v u  x iy l  x , y , p Y i  

HA: Hnlf rrddcr 

XlY, 

Figure 5.6 A 4x4 curry-suve multiplier (The critical path is shaded) 

For Drcp, the original design was implemented in a fullcustom layout using 0.25-micron CMOS 
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Figure 5.7 L~yoiit  of Midt4x4 

technology. The area of one bit slice of this hand layout is 4500 square microns. The area of Our 

implernentation in 0.35-micron CMOS technology is 6590 square microns. We have scaled the 

transistors in the original design up to the 0.35 feature size by keeping the W/L unchanged for 

each transistor. We scaled Our resulting layout down accordingly to get an approximation of the 

area in a 0.25-micron technology. The down-scaled area is 4707 square microns, which is only 

slightly worse than the hand layout. The data listed in Table 5.2 is for an 8-bit Drcp. 

Table 5.2 summarizes the results and compares Our datapath compiler implementations with the 

other impiementations. For Drcp, the negative number in Aren reditction shows that Our 

impiementation is only 4.71 percent worse than the full-custom layout. For Mult4x4, as 

mentioned in Section 5.3.1, it is not the type of datapath that our compiler favors because almost 

half of its interconnects are inter-bit nets. which inevitably results in channels. Consequently, as 

we can see, we did not get much area reduction in Mult4~4 compared to the layout from SE, 

which completes routing without channels. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this thesis. we did not address the timing aspects of the 

optimization directly in our datapath compiler. However, in the experiment, we still tried to 

investigate how the resulting layout performs in timing. Mult4~4 is used as the test example. We 

use Hspice simulation to verify the hnction of the layout, as well as to mesure the propagation 

delay of its critical path. The propagation delay with a 0.05pF load at outputs is listed in Table 5.2. 

It shows our implementation is faster than the layout from SE, where we believe the pnmary 

benefits are from the regular arrangement in the placement of the datapath compiler. 
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in fact, using static timing analysis rather than Hspice simulation is the best way to obtain the 

propagation delay of the cntical path of a circuit, mainly because in simulation obtaining the 

delay information on the critical path is input pattern dependent. However, since the layouts we 

can get from the datapath compiler are in GDSII format with geometncal polygons of various 

layers, they do not contain information related to the constituent cells whose timing information is 

imperative for static timing analysis. Therefore, Hspice simulation is the only way for us to get the 

timing of restilting layouis. For the nhove reamn. we did not eet the correspondine timing 

information for DPI and Drcp because long Hspice simulation runs would be required. 

TABLE 5.2 Cornparison in area and propagation delay 

Area (x lo4square microns) 

1 compiler 1 or 

Datapath 

Propagation delay of 
critical path (ns) 

Area 
reduction 

(W Datapath Datapath 
compiler 

S tandard-ce11 based 
synthesis, P&R# S tandard-ce11 

based synthesis, 
P&R 

We do not regard the timing result we get from Mult4~4 as conclusive proof, and expect that the 

timing aspect can be guaranteed in the future when the static timing analysis and optimization 

function is added into the system. 

In this chapter, the expenmental results of three typical datapaths have been presented. We show 

that Our datapath compiler can produce better results for datapaths than the traditiond standard- 

ce11 based synthesis design Bow, especially in area. Compared with a hand layout, the result is 

only a bit worse. We believe these results c m  be achieved mainly because datapaths are treated 

specifically by taking advantage of their regular bit-sliced structure. We also attribute this result to 
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CLASSIC-SC, which we use to generate ce11 layouts on the fly, and the over-ce11 routing 

algorithm we developed for datapaths. 

We recognize that timing considerations must stili be incorporated into the system before it c m  be 

tmly viable. Howrver, the ability to generate cells on the fly means that it should be possible to 

generate the necessary cells needed to meet timing constraints once some timing analysis is 

incorporated. 



CHAPTER 6 Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Thesis Concl~lsions 

This thesis has presented the datapath compiler we developed to generate layouts for datapaths. A 

new type of over-ce11 routing algorithm designed specifically for datapaths has been proposed and 

implemented. This is the first time that a ce11 layout generation tool has been used to generate 

cells on the fly in a datapath compiler. AH previously known systems have used pre-defined 

libraries. Using CLASSIC-SC for ceIl generation is also the main reason that we can achieve 

technology portability in our datapath compiler. Other features of the datapath compiler include 

parameterization in bit width, the ability to deal with the irregularity that exists in real-world 

datapaths. implementation using an object-oriented design for future reuse and extension, and a 

GUI for capturing designs, displaying and exporting layouts. 

Experimental results show that the datapath compiler can generate high-quality layouts with 

smaller areas than standard-ce11 based synthesis and automatic PlacementBrRouting tools. We 

believe, by exploiting the regularity in datapaths, the datapath compiler should be able to produce 

better results in timing as well. Based on the module generation techniques, the datapath compiler 

has been designed for future enhancement by integnting the static timing analysis and 

optimization into the system so that better results in both area and timing can be achieved. 

6.2 Future Work 

As discussed in Section 5.1, some implementation issues associated with CLASSIC-SC suggest 
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that CLASSIC-SC be capable of use in a datapath compiler and provide direct support at a lower 

level. The efficiency of our datapath compiler in tems of the CPU time it costs to generate layouts 

for datapaths could be improved if CLASSIC-SC can be coupled into the system more closely. For 

example, if we can get ceIl layouts directly from the inner representation in CLASSIC-SC instead 

of the GDSII files exponed. rnuch flexibility cm be achieved and much time cm be saved in 

executing a datapath design. 

To make the datapath compiler work as we expected in tems of timing, the next step would be to 

incorporate static timing analysis and optimization into the system. This may require that 

CLASSIC-SC be able to provide timing properties for each ceII it generates, and require the 

datapath compiler itself to mode1 the delay on interconnects. The static timing analysis and 

optimization may be incorporated into the whole process of layout generation in the datapath 

compiler, including the optimization in the pre-layout stage and to get necessary information for 

timing-driven routing, and in the post-layout stage to perfonn the optimization using the 

techniques such as ce11 sizing and buffer insertion. 

For technologies wit h more routing layers, future work also includes developing new routing 

algorithms to get denser layouts. 



APPENDlX A Unified Modeling Language 

In this appendix. we will ;ive a brief introduction to the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 

[Fow97]. The purpose of this appendix is to aid the reader in understanding the contents of 

Chapter 4. where the object-oriented design of the datapath compiler is described using UML. 

UML is a standard object rnodeling language. It is used to specify, visualize. construct. and 

document the iinihcts of a software system, especially the software developed using object- 

oriented developmen t methods. 

Generally, UML modeling constructs are divided into several views to capture information about 

the static structure and dynamic behavior of a system. These vieivs are static view, use case view, 

interaction view. state machine view, activity view. physical view, and mode1 management view. 

A system is rnodelerl as a collection of objects that interact with each other to implement a 

specific task that ultimately benefits an outside user. The static structure defines classes that are 

important to a system and their relationships including association. generalization, and various 

kinds of dependency. The dynarnic behavior defines the behavior of a system over time and the 

communications among objects to accomplish goals. 

In Chapter 4, the object-oriented design of the datapath compiler is described using the activity 

view, static view. and interaction view of UML. These views will be introduced in the following 

su bsections. 



A. 1 Ac t i v i~  Vïew 

The activity view of a system is normally shown in activity diagrams. An activity diagrarn is a 

special form of state machine intended to mode1 computations and workflows. It contains activity 

states, each of which represents the performance of an activity in a workflow. Instead of waiting 

for an event. an activity state waits for the completion of its computation. When the activity 

completes. execution proceeds to the next activity state within the diagram. A completion 

transition fires when the preceding activity is complete. An activity diagram may contain 

branches, as well as forking of control into concurrent threads. Concurrent threads represent 

activities that c m  be prefomed concurrently by different objects. 

In activity diagrams, an activity state is shown as a box with rounded ends containing a 

description of the activity. Two special states, initiai state and final state. are displayed as a small 

filled black circle and a srnall filled black disk surrounded by a smail circle, respectively. Simple 

completion transitions are shown as arrows. Branches are shown as guard conditions on 

transitions or as diamonds with multiple labeled exit arrows. A fork or join of cootrol is shown as 

multiple arrows entering or leaving a heavy synchronization bar. Figure A. 1 shows a typical 

activity diagram containing al1 kinds of symbols. 

[condition 11 

JI [condition 21 

for al1 thingiesvLï 

[synchronization 
condition] 

Figure A.1 An e- ample activity diagram 
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It is often useful to arrange an activity diagram into vertical zones separated by dashed lines. Each 

zone represents the responsibilities of a particular role in a system. Each vertical zone is genenlly 

called a swimlane. 

A.2 Static Ketv 

A static view is a view of the overall mode1 that characterizes the elements in a system and their 

static relationships to each other. The main constituents of the static view are classes and their 

relationships: association, generalization. and realization. The static view is displayed in class 

diagrams. 

In class diagrams, classes are drawn as rectangles. Lists of attributes and operations are shown in 

separate compartments, as shown in Figure A.2. Relationships among classes are drawn as paths 

connecting class rectangles. The different kinds of relationships are distinguished by line texture 

and by adomments on the paths or their ends, as detailed in the following paragraphs. 

attribute: Type = initialvalue 
.*. 

Figure A.2 Chss no tdon  

The association relationship descnbes semantic connections arnong individual objects of given 

classes in a system. Associations are the "glue" that ties a system together. Without associations, 

there are nothing but isolated classes that do not work together. The notation of a binary 

association is a solid Iine or path connecting the participatint classes. The association narne is 

placed dong the line with the rolename and rnultiplicity at each end, as shown in Figure A.3(a). If 

there is only one association between a pair of classes. the association narne and role narnes may 

not be necessary because the class names are sufficient to identify the association. During the 
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design and implernentation stages of an object-oriented system, associations capture design 

decisions about data structures. as well as separation of responsibilities arnong classes. In this 

case, directions are dways imposed on associations to represent state information available to a 

class, as shown in Figure A.3(b). An association can also have attributes of its own. If an 

association attribute is unique within a set of related objects, then it is a qualifier. A qualifier is a 

value that selects a unique object from the set of related objects across an association. The 

notation of a qudified xscciaiion is shown in Figure i\.3(c). The multiplicities at the association 

ends specify the possible number of objects that rnay be related to an object, and their notations 

are shown in Figure A.4. 

Source 

Ï 
role B 

(a) Assucintian 

role A 

(b) Nnvignbiiity 

Class 

a 
C 
Y -. 
=i 

1 

Qtinlijïed association 

Figure A.3 Association notation 

f 1 class exactly one 

+ri...[ ;::or more) m m . n F 1  numericaily specified 

Figure A.4 M~tltipiiciy notntion 

The generaiization relationship relates general descriptions of superclasses to more specialized 

subclasses. Generalization facilitates the incrementai description of an element by sharing the 

descriptions of its ancestors, which is generally called inheritance. In UML, a generdization is 

drawn as an arrow from the subclass to the superclass, with a large hollow triangle on the end 
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connected to the superclass, as shown in Figure AS.  

Subclass 1 r ' l  
Figure A.5 Grnrrali,.ation notation 

The realization relationship relates a specification to an implementation. An interface is a 

specification of behavior without implementation: a class includes implementation structure. One 

or more classes may realize an interface, and each class implements the operations found in the 

interface. In UML. a realization is displayed as a dashed arrow with a closed hollow arrowhead 

connected to the interface. as shown in Figure A.6. 

Implementing 
Class 

Figure A.6 Redizntion notation 

A.3 Interaction Kew 

The interaction view descnbes sequences of message exchanges among roles that implement 

behavior of a system. In UML, there are two kinds of interaction diagrarns that c m  be used to 

display the interaction view: sequence diagrams and collaboration diagams. In this appendix, we 

only introduce collaboration diagrams because we used them to describe the behavior of our 
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datapath compiler in Chapter 4. 

A collaboration is the description of a collection of objects that interact to implement sorne 

behavior within a context. It descnbes a society of cooperating objects assembled to carry out 

some purpose. In UML. collaboration diagrams are used to display the objects and links involved 

in a collaboration at run time. In collaboration diagrarns, an object is shown as a rectangle with 

the object name in it. The object naming scheme takes the form objectNnme:Clossname. where 

either the object name or the class name may be omitted. A message is shown as an arrow 

attached to a link Iine connectinp the participating objects. The sequence of messages is indicated 

by sequence numbers prepended to message descriptions. A typical collaboration diagram is 

shown is Figure A.7. 

1 obirct narne:claïs 

It 1.1 *: iteration message() 

Figure A.7 An m m p l e  collnborczrion diagram 

1 1 2: [condition] message() 

:class 
- 

obiect name 



APPENDlX B A User Manual for the 
Datapath Compiler 

In this appendix, we provide a short user manual for using our datapath compiler with the GUI. 

Al1 of the Java prograrn files of the datapath compiler are in directory /pc/e/4/encoder/jimgh_testl 

jav<ujnval/clntapoth~d. and al1 of the AL scripts are in directory /pc/e/4/encoder/jianghhtesrl 

carlnbrcl 1 999 I/clnssic-generic/CUSSIC-SC/AIscripts. 

1. To Start the Datapath Compiler 

It is assumed thar the environment variables for Java and CLASSIC-SC have been set up 

correctly. To start the datapath compiler, type: 

5% java gui. ClassicD P 

A DPCompiler window will be displayed. This is the main window that you cari use to 

capture cells and datapaths. 

Capture CeIls 

(1). in the DPCompiler window, click on Cell. 

A C d  hfonnntion window appears. 

(2). In the C d  information window, 

To load an existing cell, 

a. Select File -t Load a cell. The Load a ce11 form appears, enter the 

correspondkg information for Cell name and Drive strength. 
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b. Click on OK. 

To Save a cell, 

a. Select File + Save a cell. The Java class of the ce11 will be cornpiled and then 

saved. The AL netlist of the ce11 will be saved. Error message or the 

information indicates that the ce11 has been successfully saved will be 

displayed in the Message window, which is located at the lower part of the Cell 

Information window. 

To add a standard cell, 

a. Select Add ce11 + Add a standard cell. 

b. Enter the corresponding information in the following fields: 

CELL Name: type in the name of the ce11 

nX Drive: type in the factor of the drive strength 

Define the JAVA clriss of the c d :  type in the Java class of the ce11 

Define the CWSSIC-SC nctlist of the cell: 

type in the AL netlist of the ce11 

3. To Capture Datapaths and Generate Layouts 

( 1 ). In the DPCompiler window, click on DataPath. 

A Genrrate Layo~itfor Datapath window appears. 

(2). In the Generate Lqoilt for Datapath window, 

To load an existing datapath design, 

a. Select File + Load. A Load a datapath designfile dialog window appears. 

b. Navigate the file system and click the narne of the file that contains the design. 

Click on Open. 
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To Save a datapath design, 

a. Select Fiie + Save. A Save a datapath desigrijZe dialog window appears. 

b. Navigate the file system. and click or type in the file name that will contain the 

design. Note that the file narne must be the same as the name of the 

corresponding class of the datapath. Click on Save. 

To compile the Java class of a datapath 

a. Select Design -t Compile. The error message or the information that indicates 

that the design has been successfully cornpiled will appear in the lower part of 

the window. 

To generate layout for a datapath. 

a. Select Design + Generate Layout. A Set pamnleters window appears. 

b. Enter a11 the information requested. including the name of the datapath. the 

width of bits, the n m e  and the bus width for each 1 0  net. Click on OU. 

+ If the layout is generated successfully without any interruption. the layout 

will be shown in the Dntnpcitli Lavout window. You cm manipulate the 

layout by doing the step c. 

+ If an incompletely-routed ceIl layout is obtained, a dialog window will be 

prompted showing three choices: 

" Go to CLASSIC-SC to cornplete the routing manually, Save the result. 

and notify the system to continue by clicking on Continue. 

O Click on Stretch to notify the system to continue by stretching cells. 

Click on Abort to notify the system to stop. 

+ If an infeasible layout is obtained after the compaction, a dialog window 

will be prornpted showing two choices: 

O Click on Stretch to notify the systern to continue by stretching cells. 
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O Click on Abort to notify the system to stop. 

c .  In the Datapath Laput window, Click right mouse button. A menu appears. 

You can choose zoom in. zoom out, fit view, show all routes, show over-ce11 

routes, sliow channel routes. and show layoiit. 

œTo export a datapath layout, 

a. Select Design + Export Layout. An Etport the datapath in GDSII dialog 

window appears. 

b. Navigate the file system. and click or type in the file name that will contain the 

GDSII layout of the datapath. Click on Save. 
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